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ABSTRACT
Assessing the performance of medical devices is critical for understanding device
function and monitoring pathologies. With the use of a smart device clinically relevant
chemical and mechanical information regarding fracture healing may be deduced. For
example, strain on the device may be used as a mechanical indicator of weight-bearing
capacity. In addition, changes in chemical environment may indicate the development of
implant associated infections. Although optical methods are widely used for ex vivo
strain/motion analysis and for chemical analyses in cells and histological tissue sections,
there utility is limited through thick tissue because light scattering reduces spatial
resolution. This dissertation presents four novel luminescent sensors that overcome this
limitation. The sensors are capable of detecting chemical and physical changes by
measuring position or orientation-dependent color/wavelength changes through tissue.
The first three sensors are spectral rulers comprised of two patterned thin films:
an encoder strip and an analyzer mask. The encoder strip is either a thin film patterned
with stripes of alternating luminescent materials (quantum dots, particles or dyes) or a
film containing alternating stripes of a dye that absorbs luminescence from a particle film
placed below. The analyzer mask is patterned with a series of alternating transparent
windows and opaque stripes equal in width to the encoder lines. The analyzer is overlaid
upon the encoder strip such that displacement of the encoder relative to the analyzer
modulates the color/spectrum visible through the windows. Relative displacement of the
sensor layers is mechanically confined to a single axis. When the substrates are overlaid
in the “home position” one line spectrum is observed, and in the “end position,” another
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line spectrum is observed. At intermediate positions, spectra are a linear combination of
the “home” and “end” spectra. The position-modulated signal is collected by a
spectrometer and a spectral intensity ratio from closely spaced emission peaks is
calculated. By collecting luminescent spectra, rather than imaging the device surface, the
sensors eliminate the need to spatially resolve small features through tissue by measuring
displacement as a function of color. We measured micron scale displacements through at
least 6 mm of tissue using three types of spectral ruler based upon 1) fluorescence, 2) xray excited optical luminescence (XEOL), and 3) near infrared upconversion
luminescence. The sensors may be used to investigate strain on orthopedic implants,
study interfragmentary motion, or assess tendon/ligament tears.
In addition to monitoring mechanical strain it is important to investigate clinically
relevant implant pathologies such as infection. To address this application, we have
developed a fourth type of sensor. The sensor monitors changes in local pH, an indicator
of biofilm formation, and uses magnetic fields to modulate position and orientationdependent luminescence. This modulation allows the sensor signal to be separated from
background tissue autofluorescence for spectrochemical sensing. This final sensor
variation contains a cylindrical magnet with a fluorescent pH indicating surface on one
side and a mask on the other. When the pH indicating surface is oriented towards the
collection optics, the spectrum generated contains both the sensor and autofluorescence
signals. Conversely, when the pH sensor is oriented away, the collected signal is
composed solely of background signals.
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All four of the sensors described can be used to build smart devices for
monitoring pathologies through tissue. Future work will include the application of the
strain and chemical sensors in vivo and ex vivo in animal and cadaveric models.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation presents the development and characterization of positiondependent luminescent sensors for non-invasive measurements through tissue. The
sensors provide mechanical and chemical information pertinent to assessing the
performance of biomedical devices and monitoring pathologies. The primary focus of this
work was to develop spectral rulers to be utilized as strain indicators on the surface of
orthopedic implants, capable of measuring micron sized displacements by monitoring
color change. This goal was fulfilled by the fabrication and characterization of three
sensors: fluorescent, x-ray excited optical luminescent (XEOL), and upconversion
luminescent spectral rulers. Additionally this work describes a magnetically actuated pH
sensor for the discrimination of sensor signal from tissue autofluorescence backgrounds.
The pH sensor may be used to monitor the formation of biofilms/infection on the surface
of orthopedic implants.
A brief introduction to key topics covered in the body of this document is
provided below followed by a brief summary of the contents of each chapter.

1.1 Strain Measurements for Assessing Fracture Healing
The following section highlights the need for diagnostic tools for monitoring the
performance/function of medical devices. Although this section focuses on meeting this
need for fracture healing, this need extends to the monitoring of a wide array of device
functions, pathologies and healing processes.
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Clinical Need
In the United States there is a high number of musculoskeletal injuries reported
annually. In 1995, there were approximately 28 million musculoskeletal injuries reported
and it is believed that this number will rise as the aging population (> 65 years)
continually increases.1-3 Within this class of injuries there are over 2 million fracture
fixation surgeries performed each year. It is estimated that the number of fixation
surgeries will rise to ~ 3 million incidences per year by 2025. 2-6 As part of the revision
surgery, orthopedic hardware (pins, wires, rods, or plates) is implanted to maintain proper
bone position/ alignment. These devices share load with the fracture callus during
healing. As bone heals, callus stiffness increases and load sharing between the implanted
device and the fracture callus decreases.7
Bone healing is a continuous process with typical fracture healing periods ranging
from 4 to 40 weeks depending on the type of fracture (transverse, oblique, comminuted,
spiral, greenstick, etc.), method of fracture fixation (casts, pins, screws, intramedullary
rods, plates, etc), type of bone, and patient characteristics including age and health among
other factors. The endpoint of fracture healing is difficult to assess clinically. Currently,
there is no “gold standard” for defining the endpoint of healing; however restoration of a
bone’s mechanical function is essential for fracture repair, and is therefore a critical merit
to measure that is indicative of the degree of healing.7-8
There is a clinical need for a diagnostic tool that can provide a simple non-invasive
assessment of healing by monitoring bone’s mechanical properties. A quote from the
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literature by Bottlang and Augat in the Journal of Injury, emphasizes and elegantly states
the need for such devices:
“Today, the remaining bottleneck in evidenced-based fracture care is the virtual
absence of clinical tools that allow for direct, quantitative assessment of the
fracture healing state. While surgeons face an unprecedented choice of novel
implants, growth factors, and bone stimulation therapies, there remains a lack of
evidence on how these novel treatment modalities affect fracture healing, which
can have profound consequences on patient outcome.”9

Currently, plain x-ray radiographs are used in clinical setting as a non-invasive
diagnostic tool. As the fracture callus forms bone calcification increases and an increase
in x-ray attenuation is observed.8 Although plain radiographs are capable of providing
images of the fracture gap allowing for fracture geometry and callus formation to be
studied, they are incapable of measuring mechanical properties of a healing fracture.7-8, 1011

Plain radiographs have an accuracy of ± 5 mm for measurements of bone deformation,

making them unsuitable for measuring small scale displacements. When radiographic
imaging is combined with marker tracking, radiostereometric analysis (RSA),
measurements with accuracy greater than 50 microns can be achieved, however this
method requires the implantation of radiopaque markers.7, 12-13
The work in chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation present a novel device (spectral
rulers) for assessing these modalities. The approach is capable of providing mechanical
measurements by non-invasive means. Below, a brief discussion on measuring
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mechanical properties of healing bone is provided, emphasizing the advantage of
measuring fracture callus stiffness and the need for a new methodology for non-invasive
measurements for internal fixation.

Methods of Strain Measurement
There are several methodologies available for monitoring strain ranging from
electrical resistance strain gauges to photoelasticity. Additionally, optical interferometry
(Moiré analysis) and fiber-optic sensors can be used for strain measurements. This list is
not all inclusive, but rather highlights the variety of techniques available. Although, each
of the named techniques has been highly successful at measuring strain, the use of these
techniques for in vivo strain analysis is limited due to the required instrumentation,
limited optical access, or the use of transdermal wiring increasing the risk of infection.
Although these techniques suffer from the above mentioned limitations and cannot be
used for extended time periods, in vivo strain on bone has been monitored and is reported
in the literature. In vivo bone strain has been measured as early as 1975 by Lanyon and
colleagues.14 In their study, a 45° rosette strain gauge was attached to the tibia of a 35
year old man and the patient was monitored during periods of running and walking.14 In
vivo strain measurements were also reported by Burr et al. in 1996 on the human tibial
shaft in response to normal loading conditions and under vigorous activity. The vigorous
activities included walking, jogging, and sprinting and were consistent with training
conditions for Israeli infantry recruits. Their approach used rosette strain gauges attached
to the midshaft and 2 cm below the midshaft of the tibia. The sensors contained
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percutaneous wires hooked to an external junction box.15 These studies provided insight
on tibial stress fractures.
Additionally, fracture healing has been studied using instrumented fixation devices.
Seide et al. have developed a telemetric strain sensing device to investigate healing in 27
patients who have experienced non-union after the removal of femur fixation devices.
The instrumented devices contain a strain gauge and an electronic circuit (12 mm x 12
mm in dimension), a microprocessor and coil. With this instrumented plate the authors
were able to measure an increase in stiffness during fracture healing, while radiographs
did not yet show signs of healing.16 Although this study provided useful information
regarding healing, the device is bulkier and more complex than the sensor presented in
the work here.
Telemetric intramedullary nails have also been used to study fracture healing. In a
study by, Schneider et al., loading studies were performed on the femur of a 33 year old
man who had been involved in a car accident resulting in a multifragmentary femur
fracture. Although the study revealed an increasing fracture stiffness as healing
progressed, this study has not been directly compared with other work in the literature
and the measurements are the result of a single patient.17 Burny and colleagues have
developed a nail-plate device and monitored strain in a 39 year old male. The authors
measured strain 5 and 34 days after implantation. However, this device required the use
of percutaneous wires, which may result in an increased infection risk.10
In the case of external fixation, several studies have been conducted on measuring
bone strain. With external fixation, the deformation of external fixation rods can be easily
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monitored. Burny and colleagues have conducted a 20 year study investigated strain on
external fixation rods and have shown that by monitoring stiffness they could determine
the type of bone healing (i.e. normal, delayed, non-union, callus breakage, etc.).18
A study by Richardson et al. using external fixation highlights the importance of
monitoring fracture callus stiffness during bone healing. The studies show that
monitoring the mechanical aspects of bone may reduce the time to safe weight bearing
for patients and reduce the risk of re-fracture.19 Briefly, the authors performed a
comparative study assessing healing using 2 different protocols: (1) monitoring fracture
healing by radiographs and (2) monitoring fracture healing using strain sensors attached
to the external fixation device to determine fracture stiffness.19 Although plain x-ray
radiographs represent a standard for monitoring fracture healing in clinical practices, they
are only able to indicate changes in fracture geometry and the formation of the fracture
callus.7-8 Plain x-ray radiographs are unable to provide biomechanical measurements. In
this study, the instrumented external fixation device was used to provide the mechanical
assessment. In the medical field, the accepted mechanical stiffness for considering a
fracture to be “healed” is 15 N/m degree, 25 % of the bending stiffness for intact bone.7
The 15 N/m2 threshold is considered sufficient for allowing a patient to begin weight
bearing with a reduced risk of re-fracture.7, 19-20
In this study, once this threshold was met, patients in group 2 were allowed to begin
weight bearing. From their experimental groups of n =117 (healing monitored by
radiographs) and n = 97 (healing monitored by mechanical stiffness measurements) they
determined that the second group was able to begin weight bearing a median of 3 weeks
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earlier than the radiograph group. Additionally, there were fewer cases of re-fracture, 8
for group one and 0 for group two respectively.
The studies highlighted here for monitoring healing with internal and external
fixation devices suggests that monitoring fracture stiffness is an effective way for
reducing the time to weight bearing. Similar to these examples, the sensors presented in
this work will offer a method for assessing fracture healing. The sensors offer a noninvasive means of measurement that does not require the use of percutaneous wires or
complex instrumentation.
Although this section has briefly highlighted the measurement of strain for
monitoring fracture healing, fracture healing is not the only biomedical problem that
could benefit from measuring mechanical stiffness. Similar to fracture healing, the
progression of tendon healing is difficult to monitor non-invasively. We highlight the use
of our spectral rulers for tendon healing in chapter 3.

1.2 What is Strain?
Strain is defined as a measure of an object’s deformation (i.e. change in size or shape)
as a result of an applied load (stress). Mathematically, strain (ε) can be expressed by the
following equation: ΔL/L0, where ΔL is equal to the final – initial length of the specimen
and L0 the initial or reference length.21-24 In the work presented in this dissertation,
spectral rulers are used to measure changes in length by monitoring displacement of two
substrates.
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Strain can also be expressed in terms of stress (σ) applied to the object and the
material’s Young’s modulus (E) by the equation ε = σ/E. Stress is a measure of the force
applied to the object per unit cross-sectional area (σ = F/A) and is often expressed in units
of N/m2 or pascals.22 The Young’s Modulus (also known as the modulus of elasticity) of
a material is defined as a measure of a material’s resistance to deformation or more
simply stated, an object’s “stiffness.” It is commonly expressed in units of Newtons per
meter squared.23-24
The strains values that we intend to measure with the sensor described within the
body of this work fall within the elastic region of the stress vs. strain curve. Within this
region, the object’s deformation is reversible with no permanent deformation upon
removal of an applied load. Initially, stress vs. strain varies linearly, until reaching the
proportional limit. Within the linear region of the stress-strain curve, the slope of the line
is equal to the Young’s modulus of the material. The strain in this region can be
described by Hooke’s law, ε = σ/E.23-24 The elastic limit of the material falls above the
proportional limit and indicates the transition from elastic deformation to plastic
deformation. Plastic deformation results in a permanent irreversible deformation of an
object. This transition is often difficult to define; therefore within the plastic region of the
curve, a measure of the material’s yield strength is defined.

The yield strength is

typically defined as the point at which a line drawn parallel to the linear portion of the
curve and offset by a strain value of 0.2 %, intersects the stress-strain curve.23-24 As the
material strain increases, the maximum stress the material can withstand before breaking
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is reached, and is referred to as the tensile strength of the material. Past this point, if
enough stress is applied to the object, the object breaks, reaching the fracture point.

1.3 Introduction to Spectral Rulers
This document presents the use of spectral rulers to measure displacements noninvasively through tissue. Spectral rulers are a measurement tool that provide
length/distance measurements by monitoring a color/wavelength change using optical
methods. Several types of spectral rulers are known and their utility has been
demonstrated through a wide variety of biological applications ranging from measuring
the length of DNA strands to providing a relationship between distance and concentration
of chemical analytes.25-45 A few types of spectral rulers include FRET and plasmonic
spectral rulers and a unique alternative, photonic band gap materials. Each provides a
different length scale, with FRET rulers providing the shortest distances, less than 10 nm,
and photonic band gap materials with a measurement scale ranging from microns to
millimeters. Each ruler has a unique approach for measuring distance, for example FRET
rulers measure distance by monitoring fluorescence lifetime decay of donor and acceptor
fluorophores and determining luminescence ratios between the donor and acceptor
molecules.28, 36, 39-40, 46 Plasmonic rulers determine length from monitoring shifts in
wavelength from optical scattering as a result of a change in orientation or distance
between coupled plasmonic dimers or from a change in particle environment.26, 29, 32, 42-44
Plasmon resonance of metallic particles is not only determined by the size and shape of
the particle but also the dielectric environment of the particle.47 Finally, photonic band
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gap materials measure distance by monitoring wavelengths shift as a result of a change in
spacing between diffraction elements in ordered arrays.48-51 Further discussion of these
rulers is provided in the introduction of chapter 2.

Our Spectral Ruler Approach
The spectral rulers we describe in chapters 2 and 3 have a simple design, yet
provide an elegant and effective method for measuring micron scale displacements with
an easily interpreted signal output. Briefly, the sensor contains two substrates with a
series of alternating lines of different materials. The bottom layer, the encoder strip,
contains alternating opaque stripes of luminescent materials with distinguishable spectral
features while the top layer, the analyzer mask contains regions of alternating opaque
black ink or transparent windows. When the substrates are overlaid and the encoder is
translated relative to the mask, a color change can be observed by eye, camera, or
spectrometer. Figure 1.1 displays an example of the sensor design; as a visual, each type
of luminescent material is designated with a unique color. Details on sensor design and
luminescent signal collection methods are provided in the following chapters.
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Figure 1.1 (a) Schematic of the spectral ruler sensor design. (b) Spectral ruler in 3 distinct
positions showing three different detection methods above for the observed color change.

Figure 1.2 below demonstrates one of the intended uses of the sensor; attachment
of the sensor to a fracture fixation device.

Figure 1.2 (i.) Photograph of a fracture fixation device attached to a bone mimic
containing a spectral ruler. The two sensor extremes (red and blue) are shown in (ii.) and
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(iii.). The resultant color visible through the windows is altered as the bone is compressed
or lengthened.52

Using spectral rulers offers a significant advantage over detecting small
displacements by imaging luminescent features through tissue. Significant light scattering
through tissue imposes limitations on the collection of luminescent images due to an
increased point spread function of the photons. (Further discussion on the propagation of
photons through tissue is described in section 1.5 of this chapter). With the use of spectral
rulers as a measurement tool, the source of the luminescence emission and sharp image
features do not need to be resolved. In the presence of tissue the resolution of optical
images is reduced due to optical scattering. This phenomena is demonstrated below in
figure 1.3 with a series of alternating colored lines overlaid with a mask. Three unique
positions are shown. From top to bottom, the image is progressively blurred to
demonstrate the effect of loss in image resolution through increasing depths of tissue.
Although it becomes increasingly difficult to resolve individual lines, the sharp transition
from one line type to another, or tell that there has been relative motion between the two
substrates, the overall color visible through the transparent regions is distinguishable.
Using a digital camera or spectrometer, the color/wavelength can be quantified to provide
a measurement of displacement of the encoder with respect to the mask.
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Figure 1.3 Schematic demonstrating the effect of image resolution loss through
increasing depths of tissue using a series of patterned lines (spectral ruler design).

1.4 Light interactions with matter
All sensors described in this work are based on the collection and measurement of
light generated from luminescent materials. Light interacts with matter in several ways;
when light impinges on a sample it is either reflected, absorbed, or scattered. The
techniques described in this dissertation focus on light absorption and its subsequent reemission. Specifically, x-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL), fluorescence, and
upconversion processes will be utilized and discussed. The following section briefly
summarizes each of these processes and its utility for analytical measurements through
biological tissues.
The Jablonski diagram, figure 1.4, depicts several light interactions with matter.
The first being light absorption. When light is absorbed by a sample, incoming photons
promote electrons from the ground state (S0) of a molecule to a higher, excited electronic
state (example: S2 or S1) occurring on the time scale of 10-15 s.53 For this transition to
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occur, the incident radiation must have a frequency that is equal to the difference in
energy between two states within the irradiated molecule.
Light absorption is described by Beer’s law (see equation 1).54 Beer’s law is valid
for dilute solutions (< 0.01 M) excited with a monochromatic light source.
A = εbc

(Equation 1.1)

In the above equation, A is defined as the sample absorbance, ε, a measure of
molar absorptivity, and c, is defined as the concentration of the absorbing molecules.
Absorbance is determined by measuring the amount of light that is transmitted (T) by the
sample and is related to absorbance through the following equation,
A = -log(T)

(Equation 1.2)

Absorbance spectra are typically broad due to the presence of many vibrational energy
levels within each electronic level; the electrons may be in one of many excited
vibrational states.53-54

Figure 1.4 Jablonski energy diagram
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The absorbance data presented within the body of this work are represented as
extinction spectrum, including both absorption and scattering by the sample. Absorption
plays a key role in two of the three spectral rulers presented in this work.

Light Emission
When light is absorbed, it has several possibilities for re-emission, including
fluorescence, phosphorescence, or energy dissipation as heat. The latter is referred to as a
non-radiative decay process and is the result of the conversion of electronic energy into
translational, rotational, or vibrational energies while fluorescence and phosphorescence
may be broadly defined as luminescence. Luminescence is defined as the emission of
light from a body that is not a result of thermal excitation rather it is a result of electronic
excitation.53 Several of these emission processes are also highlighted in the Jablonski
diagram (figure 1.4).

Fluorescence
Fluorescence, a form of radiative decay, involves the absorption of photons
followed by light emission when the excited electrons return to the ground state.
Typically electrons are promoted to energy levels S1 or S2. Selection rules dictate that for
fluorescence to occur, the electronic states involved must have the same spin
multiplicity.53, 55 Fluorescence excited states have a relatively short lifetime,
approximately 100 picoseconds to 100 nanoseconds for typical fluorescent dyes.55-56
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In fluorescence, before returning to the ground state, relaxation of electrons to the
lowest vibrational state within the S1 occurs. Fluorescence from S2 is not observed due to
internal conversion. This internal conversion can be seen in figure 1.3. Following this
relaxation, the electron returns to a vibrational level within the ground electronic state, S0,
resulting in emission of a photon at a longer wavelength than the incoming excitation
light. The emitted photon is of lower energy due to energy loss as heat during the process
or as a result of excited-state reactions, energy transfer, or solvent effects. The energy
difference between the incoming photons and the subsequent emission (hυex – hυem) is
referred to as the Stokes shift and was first described by Sir G.G. Stokes in 1852 when
observing the blue light emission from quinine excited with UV light.53, 55 Tuning the
Stokes shift is useful in spectroscopy especially for fluorescent measurements through
tissue where the fluorescent signal may be obscured by tissue autofluorescence.55 By
increasing the Stokes shift, it is possible to limit the autofluorescence interference.

X-ray Excited Optical Luminescence
X-rays were first discovered by Röntgen in 1895 and have been used extensively
for biomedical imaging from x-ray projection imaging to computed tomography scans.5758

Imaging of this nature is advantageous because there is low x-ray absorption and

scattering in tissue allowing x-rays to penetrate through thick tissue. In the work
described in this dissertation, we utilize x-ray excitation to excite scintillator particles
doped with rare earth elements (i.e. gadolinium oxysulfide doped with Eu3+). The
scintillators convert x-ray energy to visible light through a multi-step process. The host
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material of the scintillators first absorbs x-ray energy resulting in the generation of
electron-hole pairs. When the energy of the electrons and holes falls below the ionization
threshold, the electrons and holes interact with the lattice and lose energy through phonon
generation. The reduced energy of the electron-hole pairs approaches the band gap of the
material. The electron-hole pairs then transfer energy to the dopant molecules, during a
phase referred to as the “migration stage.” The electron –hole pairs re-combine and relax
via a radiative transition, generating visible light from the dopant/activator that can be
detected by a spectrometer.59-61 This process is termed x-ray excited optical luminescence
(XEOL). The x-ray scintillators we have selected for use in our spectral rulers generate a
red light signal with emission peaks at 625 and 700 nanometers. A detailed list of x-ray
scintillators available can be found in a review by our group on functional x-ray imaging
techniques published in the journal of Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics.57
In the work described in this dissertation, we use a film of x-ray scintillator
particles as a light source that is “turned” on when irradiated. In our measurements, we
pair the x-ray scintillators with a dye that absorbs red light. The dye exhibits an
absorbance profile that partially overlaps the emission spectrum of the x-ray scintillators.
For our spectral rulers, luminescence from the scintillators passes first through the dye
patterned encoder strip followed by the analyzer mask. By altering the amount of dye
visible through the mask, the emission signal from the luminescent particles is modulated
as the dye absorbs a portion of the particle luminescence. A detailed description of our
dye selection and the workings of our sensor, specifically the relationship between
spectral output and displacement, are described in detail in chapter 2.
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Previously, our group has demonstrated that XEOL is also a useful technique for
chemical imaging through the development of an XEOL pH sensor for monitoring
bacterial biofilm growth on orthopedic implants.62 Additionally, we have developed a
scanning technique for imaging luminescence through biological tissues.63-64

Upconversion Luminescence
Upconversion luminescence is a multi-photon absorption process. Dissimilar to
fluorescence, where the emitted luminescence is of longer wavelength than the excitation
source, the emitted photons in upconversion luminescence are a shorter wavelength than
the photons absorbed. In upconversion, absorption occurs via a sequential process; the
upconversion absorption/emission process can be described by one of 3 primary
mechanisms. These mechanisms include: (1) excited-state absorption (ESA), energy
transfer upconversion (ETU), and photon avalanche.65-66 The following paragraphs will
briefly describe each one of these mechanisms. Additionally, cooperative upconversion
(CUC) and energy migration upconversion (EMU) mechanisms have been reported and
detailed descriptions of the processes can be found in the literature.66
According to the excited-state absorption theory (ESA), a photon is initially
absorbed by an ion promoting an electron from the ground state to the first excited energy
level, E1. If the excited state is long-lived, absorption of a second photon can occur that
promotes the excited electron to an even higher electronic state. Relaxation of the excited
electron results in luminescence emission. This process is one of the least efficient of the
known upconversion processes.66
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In the process energy transfer upconversion (ETU), sequential photon absorption
also occurs, however via a slightly different mechanism. ETU requires the excitation of
two neighboring ions, a sensitizer and an activator. Both ions are excited by photons to a
higher energy level state, E1. This step is followed by a non-radiative energy transfer
from the sensitizer to the activator. Upon relaxation of the activator, light is emitted. This
upconversion process is the most efficient, approximately two orders of magnitude more
efficient than ESA.66
Also, upconversion can occur via a photon avalanche method, a power dependent
mechanism. In this case, excited state absorption (ESA) occurs followed by crossrelaxation between the excited ion and a neighboring ground state ion. This crossrelaxation leaves the electron in the first excited state. From this first excited state, the
process is repeated; the electrons are promoted to E2 where cross-relaxation again
occurs.67 Repetition of this process results in an exponential increase in the population of
the excited state.66

Upconversion Materials
Upconversion particles are composed of inorganic materials and are doped with
lanthanide ions that serve as either a sensitizer which absorbs the incoming laser
excitation or an activator which controls the wavelength of the photon emission. The
lanthanide ions are particularly well-suited for the upconversion process due to the many
possible electron configurations (14). Typically host materials for the particles include
NaYF4, NaGdF4, Y2O3, LiYF4, LaF3, Lu2O3, and NaLuF4 among others. This list highlights
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the use of Y3+, Gd3+, and Lu3+ as host material cations. These cations are optically inert,
containing either a full or half full valence shell and do not interfere with emission of the
activator ions. Fluorides are among the list of common host anions due to their low
phonon energies; the low phonon energy means there is limited non-radiative decay
processes.68-69
In this work we utilize Erbium doped upconversion microparticles (4.0 micron
mean diameter), containing Yb3+ as the sensitizer and Gd2O2S as the inorganic host. Yb3+
is an excellent sensitizer choice as it has a larger absorption cross-section at 980 nm (the
excitation wavelength utilized) than other lanthanide ions. Excitation of Yb3+ (2F7/2 →
2

F5/2) allows for energy to be transferred to the Er3+ activator.68,

70-71

Our sensors will

employ the use of the 660 nm emission peak resulting from the 4F9/2 → 4I15/2 transition of
the Er3+ ion; however there are several other transitions that result in photon emission.66,
68, 70

These transitions for Er3+ are highlighted in figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5 (a) Upconversion luminescence transitions for a host material doped with Yb3+
as a sensitizer and Er3+ as an activator. Transition highlighted in red is utilized in the
work presented in chapter 3. Figure adapted from reference number 66. (b) Emission
spectrum of Gd2O2S:Yb, Er microparticles under 980 nm excitation.

Upconversion particles are particularly attractive for biological studies due to a
wide array of advantages over traditional organic fluorescent dyes and quantum dots. The
particles are commonly excited with 980 nm or 808 nm light.68,

71

This near-infrared

excitation permits not only deep penetration depths in tissue but also falls within the
optimal window for tissue imaging where there is high optical transparency and limited
tissue autofluorescence.72 The resultant emission bands are much narrower than those
exhibited by organic dyes (10 – 20 nm FWHM with even narrower fine structure peaks
for particles vs ~100 nm FWHM for typical fluorophores). The particles also display
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lower toxicity than quantum dots which contain heavy metals.66,

71

A disadvantage of

these particles is their low solubility in aqueous solutions often requiring surface
functionalization. Particle size can also be a concern for applications involving injection
of particles in vivo or intracellular uptake in vitro. However, neither is a limitation of the
studies presented here because the particles are encapsulated in thin films and protected
from solvent.71

1.5 Signal Collection through Biological Tissues
When light passes through tissue, a portion of the light is transmitted through the
sample and the remaining light is either absorbed, scattered, or reflected.73-74 The
probability of photon re-emission is described by the absorption and scattering
coefficients of the tissue as well as an anisotropy parameter.75
The wavelength of light strongly affects photon re-emission. Visible light is
strongly absorbed and scattered by tissue, especially light less than 650 nm. Often, the
wavelength range 650 – 950 nm is referred to as a suitable window for conducting light
measurements through tissue. Within this window, less light is scattered and attenuated
by biological tissue (skin and fatty tissue) as well as oxygenated and deoxygenated blood
than at shorter wavelengths within the visible range of the spectrum.74, 76 However,
within this range, biological tissues are subject to autofluorescence as a result of the
presence of amino acids, melanin, collagen, elastin, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
(NADH) and flavins among other naturally present fluorophores.77 Additionally,
scientists have defined a second region for optical imaging between 1,000 and 1,350 nm.
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Within this region, tissue autofluorescence is reduced and the absorption and scattering
coefficients are low.78
Scattered light, light which undergoes a change in directionality, largely affects
the spatial resolution of optical imaging through tissue. Scattered photons traverse a
meandering path through tissue with a path length dependent in part by the
properties/morphology of the tissue as well as the wavelength of the incoming light.79
Several mathematical models including diffusion (radiative transport theory) and
random walk theories have been proposed to explain photon trajectories through tissue
The intensity of emitted light through tissue is useful for determining fluorescent yields
and photon escape probabilities.75, 80-81 Mathematically, the mean free path of the photons
can be defined as 1/ µt, where µt is the sum of the absorption (µa) and scattering
coefficients (µs).74, 80, 82 Typically the scattering coefficient is much larger than the
absorption coefficient, so that the mean free path approximates 1/µs. On average, the
mean free path of photons traversing through tissue is ~ 100 microns, limiting the
measurement depth using conventional microscopy approaches if high quality resolution
images are necessary.82
When considering photon propagation through thick tissue it is necessary to
consider a second variable to describe their trajectory, the transport mean free path. This
variable takes into account multiple scattering events that result in randomization of the
photon propagation direction and is defined as the distance required for photons to lose
their initial directionality. The transport mean free path typically extends the trajectory of
the photons by ~ 10 times the mean free path and can be defined mathematically as 1/ µs’,
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where µs’ is equal to (1-g)*µs. The variable g accounts for the anisotropic scattering,
represents the light scattering in the forward direction, and typically ranges from 0.8 to
1.0. The value of g is dependent on tissue type. For example, the g term for ground
chicken muscle tissue is 0.965 at 633 nm (reported by Wilson) using diffusion theory
with an “added absorber.” For Caucasian human skin tissue (g) is 0.81 as determined by
Jacques.80, 82 Variation on (g) values are reported in the literature for each tissue type as a
result of assumptions in the predictive mathematical model.
As tissue thickness is increased, the probability of photon absorption increases
along with the mean free path of the photon trajectory (point spread function).
Unscattered light is attenuated exponentially with increasing tissue depth.75, 80

1.6 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 1 has briefly introduced the concept of position-dependent luminescent
measurements used in the four sensor types described in this document. Additionally, this
chapter provides pertinent background information for understanding the context of this
work. Topics including the need for technologies that assess fracture state, methods of
strain detection through tissue, light interactions with matter, and signal collection
through biological tissues have been highlighted.
Chapter 2 focuses on the design and concept of the spectral ruler described
throughout this dissertation. Proof of concept is demonstrated with the fabrication of
spectral rulers with conventional printer ink and subsequent attachment of the sensor to a
computer controlled motorized stage. Digital photography is used to track sensor
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displacement and MATLAB analysis performed to quantify color change. The focus of
the chapter then shifts to modification of the design to measure displacements through
tissue. Two variations of the sensor design are discussed; a fluorescent spectral ruler and
an x-ray excited optical luminescent ruler. The fluorescent approach offers the advantage
of a bright signal using a non-ionizing radiation source; however the chapter discusses
autofluorescence limitations observed using red light as an excitation source. To
overcome this limitation, x-ray excited optical luminescent (XEOL) sensors were
prepared. Calibration curves are presented for each sensor type along with a discussion
on measurement reproducibility and signal noise. Additionally, this chapter describes the
overarching goal and application for our sensor; attachment of the sensor to a tibial
fracture fixation plate to monitor strain during fracture healing to aid in the determination
of when safe-weight bearing may begin. The chapter includes preliminary mechanical
testing of the sensor attached across the interfragmentary gap of a tibia fracture mimic
with a Mark10 Force testing system.
Chapter 3 introduces a modification of the spectral ruler described in chapter 2.
The modified sensor allows for excitation using non-ionizing radiation, and is an
essentially background-free approach, using 980 nm light to excite the ruler. Spectral
rulers patterned with bromocresol green dye and overlaid upon an upconversion
luminescent microparticle film (Gd2O2S:Yb, Er) are described. Proof-of concept is
demonstrated using a similar collection system (microscope objective and spectrometer)
to that described in the previous chapter. Additionally, luminescent measurements using a
portable collection system are introduced. The portable system will allow for
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measurements to be performed in a clinical setting. Calibration curves are presented for
both collection systems. Using the portable system, measurement reproducibility and
noise are analyzed for the sensor in the presence and absence of tissue. This chapter
discusses an alternate biomedical application for the spectral ruler, attachment of the
spectral ruler to a tendon/ligament to provide strain information during the healing
process. Tendon/ligament injuries are highly prevalent in sports medicine. We describe
future mechanical testing proof-of-concept studies for our sensor attached to a synthetic
cruciate ligament.
The focus of Chapter 4 shifts away from the spectral rulers that measure physical
changes (displacement) and introduces another use for position-dependent luminescence
collection through tissue, the measurement of a chemical change (pH). We have selected
pH as our target because measuring local pH on the surface of implanted medical devices
is clinically relevant for monitoring infection. The chapter describes the sensor design
and shows preliminary measurement results for pH 7 and pH 10 sensors through 6 mm of
chicken breast tissue. Using magnetic actuation, we demonstrate the removal of a
background signal, largely composed of tissue autofluorescence. Removal of tissue
autofluorescence can aid in improving sensitivity of the measurements by increasing the
signal to noise ratio and removing background interferences that may skew experimental
outcomes.
Chapter 5 summarizes the work presented in this text and briefly describes future
directions of the project including sensor miniaturization and application as a chemical
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sensor. We also introduce the use of the spectral ruler in orthopedic screws to be used
along-side the plate/bone sensor.
Finally, the appendices provide information regarding the MATLAB script used
for many of the analyses. Additionally presented is an in depth description of the
motorized stage and backlash corrections used for all spectral ruler measurements.
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CHAPTER TWO
FLUORESCENT AND X-RAY EXCITED OPTICAL LUMINESCENT
(XEOL) SPECTRAL RULERS
2.1 Introduction
A wide variety of scientific instruments and applied technologies rely upon
measuring displacements via optical, magnetic, ultrasound, and other sensors. Optical
displacement measurements are attractive because they can be non-invasively performed
at a distance with a wide variety of samples. Optical displacement measurements can be
subdivided in two groups: a) tracking objects within an image, and b) spectral rulers. In
general, displacement measurements based upon image analysis are useful when objects
in the image are well-resolved (e.g. using optical encoders to measure the position of
mechanical stages,83-85 video tracking to measure strain in materials systems,86-88 single
particle tracking to track intracellular transport and diffusion, 89-91 or moiré pattern
analysis for measuring topography 92-94). However, spectral rulers are preferable when the
objects cannot be well-resolved (e.g. because there is poor optical access, optical focus or
object orientation changes in time, or image resolution is poor due to optical diffraction,
scattering, and other effects).
Several types of spectral rulers have been developed and implemented in a wide
variety of biological studies.27-29, 31-41, 46 For example, fluorescence resonance energy
(FRET) rulers detect the ratio of donor and acceptor fluorescence emission, which
depends on their orientation and separation. FRET is routinely used to monitor
conformational changes of biomolecules including nucleic acids, proteins, and DNA.28-29,
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33, 35-36, 39-40, 46

FRET has also been used to monitor drug release and molecular cleavage

by proteases in cells95-96 and in live animal models.97 FRET-based spectral rulers offer a
sensitive method for determining separation of donor and acceptor fluorophores on the
angstrom-nanometer scale, but are limited to a detection distance of less than ~10 nm
(distance over which electronic energy transfer occurs). 27, 29, 32, 34 This distance can be
extended an order of magnitude by measuring separation-dependent optical scattering of
plasmonic nanoparticle dimers, but is still on the <100 nm scale.29, 34, 38, 41
Photonic band gap structures such as colloidal crystal arrays and optical fibers
have been used to detect displacement and strain over micrometer to millimeter scales.
Diffraction in these structures produce relatively sharp spectral features in absorption and
transmittance with a peak dependence proportional to the spacing of the diffraction
elements and thus to the strain on the sensor. For example, for a photonic structure with a
transmittance peak at 600 nm, a 1% strain will cause a 1% (6 nm) shift in transmittance.
This sensor technology has been applied to a variety of swelling-induced chemical
sensors such as glucose sensing with glucose-dependent swelling contact lenses.48, 50
Although monitoring reflection provides a simple and elegant readout if the sensors were
to be implanted in tissue, the light reflected from the overlying skin and tissue would
obscure the much weaker attenuated reflection from the photonic sensor.73-74 In addition,
the peak wavelength is angle dependent and broadens greatly decreasing sensitivity when
multiple angles are used, as would occur if they are implanted beneath scattering tissue.
Alternatively, fiber optic strain sensors use periodic spacing of high and low refractive
index material to generate an interference pattern similar to the photonic crystals, but the
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light source is coupled with a fiber allowing remote sensing with an intense light source.
Fiber optic strain sensors with fiber Bragg gratings are used to measure mechanical strain
in difficult to access samples, ranging from construction materials (e.g., strain in
bridges98-99) and biomechanical measurements100 (e.g. strain on bones101-102, tendons103-104
and orthopedic plates105). These fiber optic sensors provide sensitive measurements over
small ranges of strain, but to connect to the light source and detector in biological
applications, the fiber must pass through the skin which can cause irritation and infection.
Herein, we describe a novel and versatile type of spectral ruler to measure micron
to millimeter displacements through tissue without the use of percutaneous wires or
fibers. These spectral rulers are similar in design to an optical encoder and contain two
overlaid substrates: a surface patterned with alternating stripes of luminescent materials
or dyes (the encoder) and a mask containing opaque regions and transparent windows.
Displacement of the encoder with respect to the mask can be quantified based on color
visible through the transparent regions. The color change can be quantified from images
acquired with a digital camera in vitro or by light measurements with a spectrometer for
luminescence detection through tissue (figure 2.1 a - b).
An important application is to non-invasively monitor in vivo fracture healing,
assess load sharing between fixation devices and healing bone, and monitor hardware
fatigue. The paper-thin sensor attaches to the surface of a dynamic compression plate or
to bone across an interfragmentary gap. This technology may aid in the prevention of
premature weight bearing which can result in re-fracture, nonunion, and joint instability.
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The end-point of the fracture healing process is challenging for clinicians to
define, with healing periods ranging from 4 to more than 40 weeks and healing rates
dependent on several patient characteristics and the mode of fracture.7 There is currently
no “gold standard” for determination of the endpoint of the healing process, however a
“healed” fracture is characterized by a restoration of mechanical function and bone
stiffness used as a mechanical indicator of bone healing.6-7 Although it is not possible to
measure ultimate strength of a callus without breaking it, the stiffness of the callus can be
used as an indirect measure, as it increases linearly with ultimate strength, especially at
early to intermediate stages of healing.7-8, 106-107 During the healing process, the implanted
hardware shares load with the fracture callus and strain on the implant decreases as the
callus stiffness and strength increases.7
There are several existing methods for monitoring fracture healing; most
commonly in clinical settings, radiographs are used to image fracture callus geometry and
monitor calcification of the fracture callus. However, radiographs are incapable of
measuring mechanical properties and have low sensitivity during early stages of healing
(typically radiographs do not shows signs of healing within the first 6-8 weeks).7-8, 10, 108
Computed tomography and ultrasound are also used to assess fracture repair; however
computed tomography imaging cannot be performed under physiological loading
conditions and soft tissue can interfere with ultrasound measurements.7-8 Additionally,
goniometers, optical marker tracking, and fluoroscopic images, can be acquired for
loaded and unloaded bone to assess the fracture stiffness.7
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It is challenging to measure strain on bone and load sharing between a fractured
bone and an implant non-invasively with high accuracy. Efforts to measure strain using
wireless telemetry have been conducted; Melik and co-workers have demonstrated strain
measurements in a rabbit model using an RF-microelectromechanical system with split
ring resonators and Graichen et al. have developed a 9-channel telemetry device for
measuring strain on orthopedic implants.108-110 However, wireless telemetry systems
require complex electronic systems.
Bone and implant strain has also been detected with the use of instrumented plates
requiring percutaneous wire connections; however this method is not suitable for long
time monitoring due to equipment limitations as well as an increase in the possibility for
infection.14-15, 111 However, these bonded electrical resistance wire strain gauges have
been a gold standard for measuring bone strain. Within this class of strain sensors, a
multitude of studies in which rosette strain sensors have been adhered to the tibia surface
have been conducted, allowing for strain to be monitored in several directions. Although
electrical resistance strain sensors have measured strain in vivo, they are susceptible to
error from temperature fluctuations/drift and electromagnetic interferences.21 A detailed
review on in vivo strain measurements on bone, including tibial fixation can be found in
the literature by Nazer et al., with several highlighted studies in which rosette staple and
two staple strain gauges have been attached and measurements acquired under different
physical activity conditions.112
In the case of external fixation, strain can be measured by movement of the
fixator pins upon application of load.7, 10, 20 Burny and colleagues have measured strain
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on external fixation rods on a group of 500 patients over a period of 20 years to monitor
the increase in strength of the fracture callus during healing.18 Studies have also shown
that by assessing mechanical stiffness thresholds on external fixation devices for tibia
injuries, patients could begin weight bearing on an average of three weeks earlier and
have a reduced risk for re-fracture over patients whose healing was monitored using plain
radiographs.19

2.2 Materials and Methods
Fabrication and Calibration of Spectral Rulers by Digital Photography
Spectral ruler encoders were designed with 20 alternating 500 micron linewidth
cyan and magenta lines in Inkscape, a graphics program. Ruler encoders were inkjet
printed with an Epson R200 inkjet printer onto Boise Aspen® 30 premium recycled
paper. The analyzer mask was patterned to contain 500 micron wide black lines with a
500 micron spacer between each and was printed onto a 3M CG6000 multi-purpose
transparency film. To mechanically confine the motion to a single axis, the edges of the
encoder substrate were folded over to create an enclosure for the analyzer mask. The
encoder was attached to an MTS-50 motorized stage and the analyzer mask was held in a
fixed position by a clamp neighboring the motorized stage. Stage displacements were
controlled with Thor Labs APT software. The stage step size was set to 50 microns. The
stage was displaced a total of 500 microns in the forward direction, before reversal. An
image of the sensor at each stage position was captured with a Nikon D90 digital camera
(camera settings: ¼ second shutter speed, f/5.6 aperture and an exposure compensation of
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0 EV, and zoom of 105); at a distance of 14.9 cm from the sample. All images were
analyzed in MATLAB and the mean red, green, and blue pixels over the sensor region in
each image was determined. From these values a normalized color ratio was calculated
and plotted as a function of stage displacement. (Mathematical equations provided in
Appendix A).

Motorized Stage Characterization
To characterize the luminescence displacement sensor response, the analyzer
mask was maintained in a fixed position while the encoder strip was attached to a
motorized stage (model MTS 50 –Z8, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA). Backlash of the
motorized stage was characterized independent of the spectral ratios by monitoring
position of the movable stage platform by digital photography. A photograph of the
motorized stage and fixture for sensor attachment are provided in Appendix B. Images
were acquired for each stage displacement and correlated in MATLAB to determine the
physical distance translated by the movable block between each consecutive photograph.
Distances were measured in number of pixels and converted to microns. Prior to analysis,
a pixel to micron conversion factor was determined using an image of a microscope
target. See appendix B for details regarding the backlash correction. It was determined
that for large displacements, the backlash was greater than at small displacements; the
backlash for 10 micron displacements was 7.6 ± 1.6 µm, for 20 micron displacements,
14.0 ± 0.26 µm, for 25 micron displacements, 10.5 ± 0.7 µm, for 35 microns, 10.7 ± 0.5
µm, for 50 microns, 17.8 ± 0.9 µm, and for 100 microns, 18.7 ± 0.8 µm. All
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displacements reported were corrected acorrding to these backlash corrections. The
reproducibility of stages displacements in a single direction was also characterized and
was shown to be reproducible. For a 100 micron step size, the motor moves 100 ± 6.4
µm, for 50 microns, 49.8 ± 2.7, for 35 microns, 34.5 ± 1.8 µm, and for a 25 micron step
size, 24.5 ± 2.9 µm in a single direction.

Fabrication of Fluorescent Spectral Rulers
Solid QPP 645 and QPP 665 CdSeS/ZnS core shell quantum dots were purchased
from Ocean NanoTechnology, Ltd. (San Diego, CA, USA). Interdigitated spectral rulers
with 950 micron linewdths were designed in Graphtec Studio, and cut from Epson
scrapbook photo matte paper using a cutting plotter (CE6000-40, Graphtec Irvine, CA,
USA). 1.33 ml of 1 mg/ml QPP 645 in hexane was drop coated onto one sensor half and
700 µl of 1 mg/ml QPP 665 in hexane on the other. Sensor halves were let dry at room
temperature before assembling. The interdigitated sensor was sealed in a 3 mil laminating
pouch (Enhance 3 mil photo card size laminating pouch, Fellowes, Itasca, IL) and sealed
using a laminator (Venus 125, Fellowes, Itasca, IL) to ensure particles would not be
removed when in contact with the moving analyzer mask. The analyzer mask was
patterned with alternating 950 µm wide black lines and transparent spaces and printed on
multipurpose transparency film (Product number 23240, Staples, Framingham, MA) with
an HP laserjet 1518ni printer. To mechanically confine the sensor to motion along a
single axis, the sensor was inserted inside a prefabricated empty laminating pouch
containing rigid guides separated by a distance equal to the width of the analyzer (12.35
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mm). The laminating pouch was attached to a sheet of Epson matte paper and the sensor
was clamped to a movable block on a Thor Labs MTS 50 Z-8 motorized stage using a
fixture built in-house. After inserting the analyzer mask, the mask height was raised at
each end to approximately the thickness of the sensor so that the mask would have a flat
profile above the encoder. The mask was held in a fixed position at each end.

Fabrication of X-ray Excited Optical Luminescent Sensors
Gd2O2S:Eu microparticles with a median diameter of 8.0 µm (UKL63/N-R1)
were purchased from Phosphor Technology, Ltd. (Stevenage, UK). A 25 mm x 5 mm
microparticle film was prepared on a reflective foil sheet; 280 µL of a 500 mg/ml
Gd2O2S:Eu solution prepared in 5 mg/ml carobxymethyl cellulose sodium (TCI America,
Portland, OR, USA) in water was drop coated onto the foil surface. In order to form a
uniform rectangular film, the surrounding area was masked off with double-sided tape
(Scotch®, 3M), After drying at room temperature, the film was coated with
polydimethylsiloxane (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, MI)) mixed in a 10:1 ratio
of base to curing agent. After curing at room temperature for approximately 24 hours, the
film was heated in an oven at 80 °C for 30 minutes. The sensor encoder was patterned in
Inkscape with 800 micron bromocresol purple lines with a 1.2 mm space between each,
and a line height of 15 mm. The encoder was printed (14 times over the same pattern)
using an Epson R200 inkjet printer loaded with a print cartridge (OPT® Brand)
containing a 2.9 mg/ml bromocresol purple solution in a mixture of 71.25 % pH 10 buffer
(BDH 5078,VWR,West Chester, PA ) and reagent alcohol. The encoder was enclosed
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inside an empty laminating pouch with rigid guides as described above. The pouch was
then overlaid on top of the microparticle film and the layers adhered with double sided
tape. The analyzer mask was prepared with alternating 1 mm wide black lines and 1 mm
spaces and printed with an HP colorlaserjet 1518ni printer. After aligning the mask over
the encoder, the sensor was clamped to the motorized stage.

Luminescent Measurements
The motorized stage with attached spectral ruler was inverted and placed on the
stage of an inverted fluorescence microscope (DMI 5000, Leica Microsystems,
Germany), 8.38 mm above a 10 x microscope objective. For fluorescence measurements,
a 3 mil laminating pouch was placed between the sample and the objective on the
microscope stage. The ruler was irradiated with a 5 mW 632.8 nm He−Ne laser (model
HRP050-1, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ); the laser output was filtered with a 633 nm laser line
excitation filter (Chroma TechnologyCorp, Bellows Falls, VT). The fluorescence
emission was captured by the 10 x objective and the emission passed through a 646 nm
long pass filter (Chroma Technology Corp, Bellows Falls, VT). A cylindrical lens was
placed after the microscope output to focus the light through the slit of a spectrometer
(DNS 300, DeltaNu, Laramie, WY) to increase the optical throughput. Diffracted light
was detected with a CCD camera (iDUS-20BV, Andor, South Windsor, CT) cooled to –
65 °C. See figure 2.2 for a schematic of the set-up. The spectrometer was controlled
with Andor Solis software and the exposure time set to 0.02 s in the absence of tissue and
3.0 s for signals acquired through tissue. For x-ray excited optical luminescence
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measurements, the same inverted microscope and spectrometer/CCD instrument were
used for collection with a few set-up modifications. The spectral ruler was excited from
above with a mini-X x-ray tube with a Ag target (Amptek Inc. MA, USA) operated at 40
kV and a current of 99 mA. The x-ray exposure through tissue was 0.5 s for generation of
the hysteresis curve and 3.0 s for small displacement measurements. The distance
between the sample and objective was 19.2 mm. In the absence of tissue, the exposure
was 0.5 s and the sample height was 12.2 mm. For all x-ray measurements, a plastic petri
dish was placed on the microscope stage between the sample and microscope objective.
For all luminescent measurements, the position of the motorized stage was
controlled with ThorLabs APT software and the default backlash correction for the
software control was 0.050 mm. At each stage position, a spectrum was recorded.
Intensity measurements for small displacements were acquired by advancing the stage
position 1 step size before returning to the initial position. This motion was repeated
resulting in a total of 25 stage positions; at each position a series of 5 spectra were
acquired. Spectra were acquired for programmed step sizes of 50, 35, and 25 microns.
For spectral measurements through tissue, 6 mm thick chicken breast tissue was wrapped
in cling wrap and placed above and below the spectral ruler.

Mechanical Testing
An x-ray excited optical luminescent sensor (fabrication described above) was
attached to a tibia mimic with an interfragmentary gap of 8 mm. The bone mimic was
loaded with a Mark-10 (model: ESM303) motorized force testing system (Copiague, NY,
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USA) in 5 N increments ranging from 0 to 50 N followed by an unloading cycle. The
sample was irradiated with an Amptek mini x-ray tube (40kV, 99 mA) and the
luminescence emission captured with a collection lens. The signal was then passed
through a liquid lightguide (5 mm diameter, 3 ft long) (ThorLabs, Newton, NJ, USA)
which directed the emission onto a 50/50 beam splitter (Chroma Technology Corp.,
Bellows Falls, VT, USA). The diffracted light was then passed through either a 625/90
nm or 708/75 nm bandpass filter before being measured with two photomultiplier tubes
(Sens-Tech P30PC-01 Berkshire, UK). Photon counting was performed using a USBinterfaced data acquisition device (model NI 9402 National Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA). The force testing system and spectral acquisition were controlled with custom
LabVIEW scripts. The signal was acquired with a sampling frequency of 1 MHz and
acquisition time 100 ms. For through tissue measurements, a 6 mm thick slice of chicken
breast was attached above the spectral ruler.

2.3 Results and Discussion
We developed a novel tool for measuring position/micron scale displacements
through biological tissues by collecting position-dependent luminescent signals. These
measurements will allow for biomechanical strain and load sharing between fracture
fixation devices and developing bone callus to be evaluated to aid physicians in
determining when there has been a sufficient restoration of the bone’s mechanical
function to allow for safe weight bearing to begin. The sensor design is similar to Moiré
fringes, superimposed substrates patterned with a series of lines, for displacement
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measurements. However, our sensors do not employ the detection of an optical
interference pattern but rather provide a position dependent luminescent signal. We have
developed spectral rulers comprised of two essential layers: (1) an encoder and (2) an
analyzer mask (figure 2.1a). The encoder is a substrate patterned with alternating colored
or luminescent lines that is positioned below the analyzer. The analyzer mask is a
transparent substrate patterned with alternating opaque lines and transparent spaces; the
transparent regions serve as “windows” that allow a portion of the encoder to be viewed.
The sensor components are mechanically confined inside a pouch to restrict the motion of
the sensor to a single axis. When the two substrates are displaced relative to one another,
a color change is observed through the windows that can be detected by a digital camera
in vitro or by spectrometer for luminescence detection through tissue (figure 1b). The
sensors are patterned with a series of lines to provide a sufficient signal; especially in the
case of through tissue measurement where the signal intensity collected decreases with
increasing tissue thickness.
By detecting displacement based on spectral color change, our approach is
capable of bypassing the scattering limits of light associated with imaging of a surface
especially through thick tissue. In optical micrscopy, much of the light is scattered by the
tissue with a typical mean free scattering path length of ~100 µm. This scattering limits
the utility of optical microscopy based upon unscattered ballistic photons for
measurements through >~1 mm of tissue, much less than the clinically relevant depth for
tibial fixation, due to poor resolution.57, 113-115 Although the point spread function of
scattered light acquired through tissue is on the order of mm to cm, by measuring spectra
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instead of using image tracking, our approach is capable of detecting displacements on
the micron scale. Although, collecting the luminescent signal through tissue poses several
challeneges including spectral distortion and background variations. Selection of closely
spaced red or near infrared luminescence peaks can minimize background variation and
spectral distortion from wavelength-dependent optical attenuation in the tissue.
We demonstrated proof of concept for our sensor design with calibration of cyan
and magenta inkjet printed spectral rulers using digital photography. An encoder
patterned with alternating 500 micron wide cyan and magenta stripes was aligned below
an analyzer mask printed with black ink. The ruler encoder was attached to a computer
controlled motorized stage and the analyzer mask held in a fixed position (figure 2.1c).
The position of the encoder relative to the mask was modulated. The stage step size was
programmed to 50 microns and the encoder position was increased until reaching a
displacement of 500 microns. To demonstrate the reproducibility of the measurements,
the stage direction was then reversed. At each stage position the ruler was imaged with a
Nikon D90 digital camera. MATLAB scripts loaded each photograph and calculated the
mean red, green, and blue intensity over the sensor region. The inset graph in (figure
2.1d) is representative of the pixel count for each image as a function of stage
displacement. From the mean color values a normalized color ratio was calculated. The
normalized ratio as a function of displacement can be seen in (figure 2.1d). Minimal
hysteresis (a maximum of 10 microns) between the forward and reverse directions was
observed as a result of experimental set-up. The motorized stage has an inherent backlash
associated with directional changes. A linear regression fit over the displacement range of
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85 to 252 µm was performed to assess systematic error. A root-mean-square (RMS) noise
in displacement of ± 2 µm, 0.40% of the dynamic range, was calculated over this
displacement range. The noise level for the 500 μm linewidth ruler corresponds to 200
μstrains over a gauge length of 1 cm. This study shows the feasibility of using color
change to determine displacement on the micron scale using a simple spectral ruler.

Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic of a spectral ruler showing a dye patterned encoder overlaid
with an analyzer mask containing transparent windows that allow a portion of the
encoder below to be viewed. (b) As the encoder is moved with the respect to the analyzer
mask, the color visible through the windows changes from magenta to cyan. (c)
Photograph of the experimental set-up for proof of concept for spectral ruler calibration,
highlighting the position of the ruler attached to the motorized stage (red square). (d)
Normalized color ratio plotted versus motorized stage displacement for a ruler patterned
with 500 micron wide colored lines with photographs of the sensor at select positions.
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The inset graph displays the mean color value for each image as determined by a
MATLAB algorithm; each consecutive image corresponds to a 50 micron stage
displacement. Mean color values were used to calculate the normalized color ratio.

Fluorescent Spectral Rulers
In order to extend this methodology to non-invasively measure
displacement/strain through tissue, we replaced the dyed lines in the encoder with
luminescent materials. We chose fluorescence as our mode of detection as fluoresence
emission has been utilized extensivley through biological tissues and does not require the
use of an ionizing radiation source.116-117 Additionally, fluorescence offers a wide range
of options for sensor patterning ranging from organic to inorganic fluorophores as well as
fluorescent nanoparticles and quantum dots.
Fluorescent spectral rulers with luminescence emission between 600 – 700 nm
were prepared; the sensor encoder was fabricated with two types of spectrally distinct
CdSeS/ZnS core shell quantum dots. The encoder was patterned with alternating 950
micron wide stripes of QPP 645 and QPP 665 quantum dots. Quantum dots were selected
due to their photostability and chemically stability, especially when encapsulated in a
polymeric material, and their relatively narrow spectral emission. Additionally, quantum
dots have a broad excitation profile allowing for quantum dots of various sizes to be
excited with the same excitation source.116-117
The emission spectra of the quantum dots excited by 633 nm laser light are shown
in (figure 2.2 b). A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in (figure 2.2 c). A
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ratio of the fluorescence emission intensity at 660 nm to 683 nm was calculated and used
to determine position when the ruler components are displaced relative to one another.
We selected closely spaced spectral peaks to minimize spectral distortion associated with
a non-uniform background as a result of tissue autofluorescence and wavelength
dependent tissue attenuation. For closely spaced peaks, the optical distortion through
tissue increases with difference in peak wavelength.

Figure 2.2 (a) Photograph of an interdigitated QPP 645/ QPP 665 quantum dot sensor
under a UV lamp (365 nm). (b) Overlaid emission spectra of the particles under 633 nm
excitation. (c) Schematic of the experimental set-up illustrating the light path of the 633
nm laser as it is directed towards the sample and the collection of fluorescence emission
of the sample by the same microscope objective.
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To generate a calibration curve, luminescence measurements were acquired for a
series of 40 consecutive 50 micron displacements in one direction. A total displacement
of 2.0 mm was performed, corresponding to a full change in the calculated ratio. To
determine sensor hysteresis, the displacement direction was then reversed. Figure 2.3b
shows the ratio of 660 nm to 683 nm fluorescence emission intensity at each sensor
position; a log scale is used to show the magnitude of the overall ratio change.
Highlighted points, A, B, and C represent the individual spectra displayed in (figure
2.3a); masking of the QPP 665 and unmasking of the QPP 645 particles is evident by the
change in the luminescence signal. Additionally, the sensor was evaluated for its ability
to measure small fluctuations (figure 2.3c). The motorized stage was repeatedly
advanced and reversed a single step size; 5 spectra were acquired at each position. In the
absence of tissue, we measured 14.5 µm displacements with a noise level (standard
deviation of the ratio at a single position) of approximately ~ 0.7 µm. We except that we
can measure a displacement of 0.7 µm in the absence of tissue but are limited by the
backlash of the motorized stage. The noise level on the signal (in photelectrons) was
determined to be an average 0.25 % for 14.5, 24.3, and 32.2 µm displacements in
comparison with an expected shot noise level of 0.16 %. Percentage shot noise can be
represented as

where I1 and I2 represent the number of photoelectrons at each position.
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When there was no motion of the stage, the noise level was 0.20 %,
corresponding to a 0.51 µm error in position. We attribute the difference between values
for no displacement and stage displacements to error in the motion mechanism of the
stage. Although there is a slight increase between expected shot noise and noise observed
in the absence of motion, we conclude that the main noise contribution is shot noise.
Additionally, there may be contribution for read noise, and alignment errors of the sensor.
The read noise for the CCD is 12 photelectrons per pixel for a readout rate of 100 kHz. In
our measurements, I1 and I2 represent the average photoelectrons over a width of 11
pixels. This corresponds to a low read noise of ~ 40 photoelectrons.

Figure 2.3 (a) and (d) show fluorescence spectra at 3 different stage positions in the
absence of tissue and through 6 mm thick chicken breast tissue respectively. (b) and (e)
show the fluorescence intensity ratio (660 / 715 nm) plotted on a log scale vs.
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displacement of the motorized stage. The stage was advanced in 100 micron increments
until a maximum displacement of 2.0 mm was reached. The direction of the stage was
then reversed and the displacements repeated in the opposite direction. (c) and (f) show
reproducible measurements for small displacements in the forward and reverse directions.
24.3 microns can be seen through 6 mm of tissue. Displacements were corrected for
backlash of the motorized stage.

All measurements were repeated through chicken breast tissue. With an initial
target of measuring strain on the surface of dynamic compression plates for tibial fixation
or strain across the interfragmentary gap for tibial injuries, we selected a tissue thickness
of 6 mm. On average, the clinically relevant depth for tibial fixation is aprroximately 5
mm.115 The results of the luminescence study are shown in (figure 2.3d-f). To ensure a
sufficiently strong signal through tissue, the exposure time was increased from 0.02 to 3.0
seconds. An autofluorescent background was observed as a result of excitation of
endogenous fluorescent species within the tissue (e.g. amino acids, melanin, collagen,
elastin, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and flavins among other naturally
present fluorophores can contribute).77 We fit the spectra to a linear combination of three
base spectra to remove the autofluorescent background (figure 2.3d). See figure 2.4, for
spectra before and after background removal. Alternatively, in order to account for the
background, a spectral reference region can be added to the sensor to assess the tissue
contribution to the overall luminescnece signal or tissue autofluorescence may be reduced
by patterning sensors with quantum dots that emit in the near-infrared spectral range or
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with single-walled carbon nanotubes. Single walled carbon nanotubes have been utitilzed
for fluorescence imaging through tissue beacuse they have tunable emission in the 900 –
1,600 nm spectral range.78, 118-122 Studies have shown that light in the 1,100 nm – 1,400
nm has low absorption and scattering and biological tissue generate very low
autofluorescence in this region.78, 118-119 Additionally, SWCNT provide narrow spectral
peaks; the use of closely spaced narrow peaks would improve possible tissue distortion.
Comparison of the calibration curves in the presence and absence of tissue reveals
a change in the overall shape of the curve. In both cases, the sensor lines are out of focus.
We would expect in the absence of tissue with optimal focus that the curve would appear
flat until reaching a sharp transition between the two luminescent materials. However,
although figure 2.3b reveals that the magnitude of the spectral ratio changes near the
transition point are less in magnitude, the curve does not become flat; the change is
gradual. When tissue is added to the sample, we see an even further deviation. The
illuminated area of the sensor increases and roughly approximates the tissue thickness (6
mm). As the illuminated spot size increases we expect the transition from one
luminescent line to another to become less sharp. This phenomenon is observed in figure
2.3e.
Additionally, the shape of the calibration curve can be explained by considering
the physical transition from one material to the other. The transition is not sharp, resulting
in a rounding of the calibration curve. For an out of focus sample, with a sharp tranistion
between material types, we would expect the shape of the curve to be saw-tooth.
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In this study, after removal of the tissue autofluorescent signal, spectral ratios for
small displacement measurements showed that reproducible 24.3 µm displacements
could be observed through 6 mm thick chicken breast with a noise level of 2.6 µm.
Similar to our measurements in the absence of tissue, our observed noise level on the
signal was greater than the expected shot noise, 0.64 % and 0.36 % respectively. In the
absence of stage motion, the percentage noise was 0.55 %, corresponding to a 2.1 µm
error in position. In order to improve our observed noise level, we must consider several
parameters including sensor area, particle film thickness/particle concentration, and depth
at which our sensor is implanted. The overall signal intensity scales with tissue depth, as
the illuminated area is approximately proportional to the tissue thickness.

Figure 2.4 (a) Fluorescence emission at three different stage positions before the removal
of the autofluorescence background from the chicken. (b) Fluorescence emission spectra
of the same three positions after linear algebra was used to subtract out the background
resulting in a flat baseline at wavelengths greater than ~ 725 nm.
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The resolution and dynamic range of our sensors can be tuned during the
fabrication process and is defined by the sensor linewidth and precision. Currently, by
inkjet printing, we are limited to a linewidth of approximately 250 microns due to the
printer specifications of our conventional desktop printer as well as ink spreading as a
result of capillary action in the cellulose substrate. The linewidth of the interdigitated
spectral rulers, as described for the fluorescent measurements, is defined by the susbtrate;
a crucial factor in determining the resolution in xurography. Using a similar Graphtec
cutting instrument (FC5100A-75) to our CE6000 model, Bartholomeusz et. al have
shown that micron sized channels may be achieved in a variety of materials including
polyester, vinyl, aluminum, and thermal laminate.123 By careful selection of the substrate
material, we may be able to significantly reduce our sensor size. Additionally, we may
use one of the many lithography techniques available such as photolithography, imprint
lithogrpahy, dip-pen lithography, and micro-contact printing to reduce the sensor
linewidth.124-126

X-ray Excited Optical Luminescent Spectral Rulers
As an alternate method to fluorescence measurements, which suffer from
interference by tissue autoflourescence backgrounds, we prepared low-background x-ray
excited optical luminescent (XEOL) spectral rulers. When irradiated by an x-ray beam, xray scintillators generate visible light, and an indicator dye is used to modulate the
spectral signal. We selected rare earth oxysulfide particles as the scintillators because
they have large x-ray to visible light conversion efficiencies (~15% by energy), low
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cytotoxicity (studies have shown that the LD50 for intravenous injection for rare earth
scintillators doped with Gd3+ and Eu3+ is 10 – 100 mg/kg), and are chemically stable.127
Although particles are generally less toxic than free ions, the sensors will be protected
from bodily fluids by encapsulating in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), a biocompatible
polymer. We have found that Gd2O2S particles encapsulated in PDMS and immersed in a
1M solution of H2SO4 were not dissolved after a period of 5 days.128
Our group has previously demonstrated the utility of XEOL by measuring the
modulation of a luminescenct Gd2O2S:Tb particle film signal through methyl red dyed
pH paper. Additionally, we have shown that Gd2O2S:Eu emission signals can be
modulated by altering the pH of bromocresol green dye for pH sensing/infection
detection on the surface of medically implanted devices.62, 64 Analogous to the XEOL
spectral ruler described here, spectral ratios of the emission peaks were calculated as the
luminescent signal from the scintillators was passed through a dye layer.62 We have also
demostrated that the dissolution of silver particles deposited onto a scinitillator particle
film can be monitored through 1 cm of porcine tissue.63
For our XEOL experiments, we patterned the encoder with a dye that absorbs red
light. The dye patterned encoder is attached to a luminescent particle film below that
serves as a light source for the sensor. The light emitted by the phosphors is absorbed by
the encoder in a position dependent manner (figure 2.5). As our model system, we have
selected bromocresol purple and Gd2O2S microparticles doped with Eu3+; the emission
spectrum of the microparticles with overlapping dye extinction spectrum is shown in
(figure 2.6a). Upon x-ray excitation of the phosphors, the bromocresol purple dye
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selectively absorbs the 625 nm particle emission peak more strongly than the emission at
700 nm. By varying the percentage of dye visible through the analyzer mask (0 - 100 %),
the intensity of the 625 nm peak can be modulated while the emission at 700 nm remains
essentially constant. The simulation in (figure 2.6b-c) demonstrates this principle; the
luminescence for 10 different encoder positions was calculated. Each position
corresponds to a 100 micron displacement for an encoder patterned with 1 mm wide
bromocresol purple lines. As the percentage of dye uncovered by the mask is increased,
the 625 nm peak emission intensity is drastically decreased. In order to relate the
luminescent signal to displacement, a ratio of the signal intensity at 625/ 700 nm
(I625/I700) was calculated and a calibration curve constructed.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of an XEOL sensor encoder attached to an x-ray scintillator film
with an overlaid analyzer mask. Relative motion of the components results in a spectral
shift as shown. When dye is primarily viewed through the transparent spaces of the mask,
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the 625 nm peak is partially absorbed. The signal at 625 nm increases when the
nanoparticle film is viewed while the emission at 700 nm remains constant due to low
absorption by the dye in this spectral region.

Figure 2.6 (a) Emission spectrum of Gd2O2S:Eu microparticles under x-ray excitation
with overlaid extinction spectrum of bromocresol purple dye (pH 10). (b) Simulation of
the spectral shift expected as the ruler is transitioned from 0 to 100 % dye visible through
the mask. (c) represents the calculated intensity ratios (I625/I700) for the simulated data.

XEOL sensors patterned with 800 micron wide bromocresol purple dye lines and
a 1.2 mm space between each were prepared by inkjet printing. The analyzer mask was
printed on transparency with 1 mm apertures; dye lines on the encoder were printed
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thinner than these apertures due to ink spreading in the cellulose substrate. Luminescent
measurements in the presence and absence of tissue are displayed in (figure 2.7a -d).
Similar to the fluorescent measurements, a unique spectral ratio was measured for each
50 micron stage displacement. However, dissimilar to the fluorescent ruler, there is
essentially no background from the tissue, as seen in (figure 2.7d). A reproducible
displacement of 14.5 microns was measured in the absence and presence of 6 mm thick
chicken breast with a noise level of ~ 0.79 µm and 1.5 µm respectively. The percentage
noise calculated for spectral ratios through tissue (0.35 %) agrees reasonably well with
the expected shot noise of (0.32 %), as does the observed noise level in the absence of
tissue (0.17 % with an expected percentage shot noise of 0.16 %). In the absence of stage
motion, the noise level was 0.28 % through tissue and 0.18 % in the absence of tissue,
corresponding to an error in displacement of 1.2 µm and 0.66 µm respectively. The read
noise specifications for the detector operating at 33 kHz is 8 photoelectrons per pixel; I1
and I2 for XEOL measurements were an average of 35 pixels. The read noise for binning
35 pixels is equivalent to ~ 47 photoelectrons (the square root of 35 multiplied by 8
photoelectrons) and is small in comparison with the shot noise.
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Figure 2.7 (a) and (d) show x-ray excited optical luminescence spectra at 3 different stage
positions in the absence of tissue and through 6 mm thick chicken breast tissue
respectively. (b) and (e) show the luminescence intensity ratio (625 / 704 nm) vs.
displacement of the motorized stage. The stage was advanced in 50 micron increments
until a maximum displacement of 2.0 mm was reached. The direction of the stage was
then reversed and the displacements repeated in the opposite direction. (c) and (f) show
reproducible measurements for small displacements in the forward and reverse directions.
A reproducible 14.5 micron change can be detected through 6 mm of tissue. All
Displacements were corrected for backlash of the motorized stage.

As with the fluorescent ruler, the addition of a spectral reference region can be
incorporated to assess tissue effects; however, measurements in the presence and absence
of tissue are in good agreement. In our previous work using XEOL through porcine tissue
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to determine pH on implant surfaces, we effectively demonstrated the use of an in situ
reference to account for tissue absorbing more strongly at 620 nm than at 700 nm.62
Additionally, although we have selected to use only one particle type (Gd2O2S:Eu) for
our measurement, we could also employ the use of 2 distinct scintillators (Gd2O2S:Eu and
Gd2O2S:Tb) and prepare our sensor in the same manner as the fluorescent counterpart.
This would allow for the ratio of two more closely spaced peaks to be calculated to
ensure there is minimal spectral distortion.
As a demonstration of the intended sensor application, to measure tibial strain, an
x-ray excited optical luminescent ruler was attached across the interfragmentary gap (~8
mm) of a fractured tibia mimic. The intact tibia mimic (Sawbones, Vashon Island,
Washington, USA) for biomechanical testing has equivalent mechanical properties to
human bone. The tibia mimic was loaded using a materials testing instrument to
demonstrate the functionality of the sensor and reproducibility during a loading and
unloading cycle. Spectral ratios were monitored as a function of applied load; figure 2.8c
displays the resulting ratios from measurements acquired through 6 mm thick tissue.
Variation in spectral ratios from sensor calibration (figure 2.7) was observed and can be
attributed to a change in the collection system. The collection system was changed to
allow for portability and to mimic a system appropriate for use in a clinical setting.
Further characterization of the sensor including sensor calibration with the portable
collection system will be performed in future studies.
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Figure 2.8 (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up for mechanical testing showing the
portable collection system used to collect luminescence data. (b) Photograph of an x-ray
excited optical luminescent spectral ruler attached across the interfragmentary gap (8.0
mm) of a tibia mimic. The sensor was overlaid with a piece of 6 mm thick chicken breast
tissue and the tibia mimic was positioned under a materials testing system. Upon load
application, the sensor was excited with an x-ray and signal collected with
photomultiplier tubes (not shown in image). (b) Spectral ratio vs applied load is shown
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for a loading cycle followed by an unloading cycle demonstrating the utility of the sensor
to measure strain.

For the mechanical testing, the signal was collected by 2 photomultiplier tubes
simultaneously at 625 nm (90 nm GMBW) and 708 nm (75 nm GMBW) after emission
was passed through a 50/50 beam splitter and 2 bandpass filters providing an easily
positioned collection system with high collection efficiency. A schematic of the
experimental set-up is provided in figure 2.8a. Spectral ratios were calculated over a
much narrower wavelength range (~ 20 nm) for calibration curves generated using the
microscope collection optics. Figure 2.8 shows a typical XEOL emission spectrum for
the sensor overlaid with transmission data provided on the Semrock company website for
each bandpass filter.129

Figure 2.9 Emission spectrum of a Gd2O2S:Eu film (shaded in black). Overlaid regions
show the bandwidth of the emission filters used in conjunction with the photomultiplier
tubes for luminescent measurements associated with the mechanical testing experiments.
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The 625 nm filter has a 90 nm bandwidth and the filter with a collection maximum
located at 708 nm has a bandwidth of 75 nm.

2.4 Conclusions and Future Work
We have demonstrated a non-invasive method for determining position through
tissue with fluorescent and XEOL spectral rulers. Our approach has successfully
measured micron scale displacements based upon position-dependent luminescence. The
approach is remarkable as it does not require micron scale features to be resolved through
tissue (overcoming scattering limitations often associated with through tissue
measurements). Micron scale displacements are monitored as a result of color change
(spectral ratios). Additionally, the sensors are thin and flexible, measurements can be
acquired by non-invasive means, and the sensor read-out can be easily interpreted. In
comparison with existing spectral ruler technologies, our sensor provides the advantage
of measuring displacements greater than the nanometer scale. The sensor linewidth can
be tuned to accommodate a variation of displacement ranges or can be modified to
contain a secondary measurement scale (similar to a Vernier scale).
Utilizing our fluorescent sensors patterned with quantum dots, we have measured
24.3 ± 0.5 µm displacements and 14.5 ± 0.7 µm displacements with a bromocresol purple
patterned encoder overlaid on an x-ray scintillator film. These through tissue (6 mm
thickness) measurements along with the preliminary demonstration of mechanical testing
on a tibia mimic suggest that this technique will be promising for in vivo measurements
on an implanted fixation device.
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Future work will include improvement of the sensor design to incorporate a more
rigid enclosure to ensure uniaxial displacement when implanted on an orthopedic device.
Although, our current design has provided adequate motion restriction thus far, proper
pattern alignment is critical for obtaining accurate displacement measurements. With the
use of biocompatible 3D printable polymers, we can manufacture a rigid enclosure for
our rulers.
Additionally, fabrication of spectral rulers that utilize non-ionizing radiation for
excitation, 980 nm light, and have a very low background emission with both excitation
and emission within the near-IR spectral region will be performed. Our approach will be
analogous to our XEOL sensor but will utilize upconverting particles. Upconversion
particles excited with infrared light exhibit sharp emission lines (1 – 20 nm FWHM) in
the visible light/ near IR region from f-f orbital transitions, exhibit low cytotoxicity, and
have long lifetimes and high photostability making them excellent candidates for spectral
ruler fabrication.67, 71, 130-131 Our group has demonstrated that luminescence from a pH
sensor fabricated with a Y2O2S: Yb3+, Er3+ upconversion nanoparticle film layer can be
detected through porcine tissue ranging from 0 to 7 mm in thickness, suggesting the
feasibility of fabricating a similar sensor that functions as a spectral ruler through
tissue.128
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CHAPTER THREE
UPCONVERSION SPECTRAL RULERS
3.1 Introduction
Measuring micron scale displacements is a challenging feat when collecting
measurements through absorbing/ scattering media including biological tissues. However,
these measurements may reveal pertinent information to clinicians regarding bone/tendon
healing processes or may serve as an indication of failure of implanted medical devices.
Displacements of this nature have been assessed through tissue using tantalum
beads or markers. Relative position between implanted beads and bone or implanted
medical devices are measured by position tracking with a series of radiographs (Roentgen
Stereo Analysis).132-135 This method has been used routinely to explore the kinematics of
knee-joints 132-136 and to study tendon healing.137-138 For example, Schepull et al. have
measured Achilles tendon strain in an experimental test group (10 patients) at various
time points after rupture repair (6 weeks to 1 year). RSA measurements were recorded
after loading the tendon with a 25 -200 N load during the first 18 weeks of healing. A
decrease in tendon strain was observed as the healing process progressed; however, their
results showed a large standard deviation that the author’s attribute to patient dependent
biological variations.139 Although RSA is successful, it has limited use because it requires
ionizing radiation to collect x-ray radiographs, is unable to collect measurements during
normal motion/activities, and requires marker implantation which has proven challenging
in soft tissue/tendon studies.137 Alternatively, displacement measurements through tissue
may be acquired using goniometers, computed tomography, fiber optic sensors, or
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ultrasound. Ultrasound provides non-invasive measurement, tracking endogenous
anatomical structures rather than implanted beads or markers.140-142 Although these
advantages are attractive, further studies investigating measurement accuracy must be
conducted for in vivo trials.142-143
Generally, measuring displacement using an optical approach is advantageous
because the measurements can be performed non-invasively. However, mapping or
imaging of a surface with micron sized features becomes challenging when the tissue
thickness is greater than ~ 1 mm in depth.57, 113-114 To overcome this limitation, we have
developed an approach for measuring micron scale displacements by collecting positiondependent luminescent signals. Using our methodology small features do not need to be
resolved, rather position can be correlated with a change in color/ wavelength of light
emitted by a sensor film. The technique offers the advantage of non-invasive
measurements, simplicity in data processing and interpretation of the signal read-out, and
the ability to measure position changes that would normally be un-resolvable as a result
of optical scattering limitations. Our approach also eliminates the need for an ionizing
radiation source.
The sensors described within this work have tremendous potential to assess
biomechanical strain in the human body as we have demonstrated their ability to measure
micron scale displacements through tissue. As a target, we have developed sensors to
monitor ligament and tendon strain. We have selected this target because there is a high
prevalence of tendon injuries in the sports industry and among the aging population.
These injuries include rotator cuff tears, Achilles tendon tears and ruptures, and anterior
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cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries. Although these injuries are common, with more than
half the population over 60 years in age experiencing a rotator cuff injury and
approximately 47 out of every 100,000 males between the ages of 10 and 19 requiring an
ACL surgery each year, direct measurement of the mechanical properties of tendon and
ligaments remain elusive.137, 144-145
There is a need for clinicians to better understand strain on tendons and ligaments
not only to assess healing processes and aid in the development of treatment methods and
therapies for such injuries, but also as a preventative tool against these injuries.137, 146
Similar to the work presented in chapter 2, attachment of spectral rulers to their surface
may provide a measure of when a patient may begin safe-weight bearing during the
healing process. This will aid in prevention of pre-mature weight bearing, which can lead
to re-injury, or extended recovery periods where motion of the area surrounding the
healing tendon/ligament is restricted.
Tendon strain is challenging to monitor in vivo in part because of location, either
the sensor may obstruct the function of the ligament/tendon, surrounding tissue and bone
may press against the sensor leading to false readings, or the ligament/tendon is not in an
easily accessible region.146-147 Additionally, the strain distribution varies with position
and some studies have shown that using currently available sensors and techniques the
measurements were affected by loading rate and sensor rotation.137 For ACL injuries it is
common to predict forces acting on the ligament with mathematical computations.137, 146
This approach requires the scientist to make assumptions when carrying out the
mathematical model. With our sensor, we will be able to monitor the local strain and with
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miniaturization of the sensor there should be little to no interference with surrounding
tissue. Implantation of a series of miniaturized sensors could reveal the strain distribution
along the length of the healing tendon/ligament.
Strain measurements have been performed on cadavers and excised tendons and
ligaments to try and gain an understanding of their mechanical function. Pichorim et al.
have measured strain in excised pig tendons by injection of an LC circuit containing a
capacitor, an inductive transducer, and a mobile ferrite core housed within a silicon
rubber tube. The tube contained Ni-Cr barbs to anchor the sensor to the tendon after
insertion with a hypodermic needle. Using this innovative methodology, the authors were
able to generate a stress strain curve and determine Young’s modulus. This technique is
advantageous due to the small size of the sensor, ease of insertion, and the ability to
record measurements without the use of percutaneous wires. However, in vivo measuring
ability has not yet been assessed.148
Tendon strain has also been monitored in vivo with the use of buckle
transducers,149-150 liquid metal strain gauges,151 force and pressure transducers,152-155 and
fiber optic sensors.138 Differential variable reluctance transducers (DVRT) have been
used to measure forces acting on the ACL because of their small size and ease of
calibration. These transducers have a measurement range of 1.75 mm and exhibit an error
of 0.1 % strain.146 These sensors are not realistic for long-time use because they require
that the knee remains in a bent position; complete straightening of the leg causes the
transducer to come into contact with the intercondylar notch. While buckle transducers
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reduces error associated with non-uniform loading because they extend along the entire
tendon cross section, they are bulky.146
Measurements of tendon strain have been demonstrated in in vivo animal models,
including a study by Meyer et al. for the measurement of strain on the infraspinatus
tendon, located in shoulder of Swiss Alpine sheep. Strain was measured daily during a
two week long experiment using a flexion-sensitive force transducer. Although this
sensor was able to measure strain in vivo, the sensor required connection to external
measurement devices (including a signal amplifier and power source) with wiring
through the neck of the sheep. Introduction of percutaneous connections may lead to an
increase in probability of infection. Additionally, the mode of sensor connection to the
tendon using sutures limited the operating range of the strain measuring device.147
Tendon measurements have also been conducted in human trials. Pourcelot et al.
have reported a study measuring in vivo tendon strain in a 40 year old male test subject
using an ultrasonic wave propagation sensor device. In this device signal velocity is
measured between a series of transducers and correlated with applied load.156
Herein, we show proof-of concept for our sensor design and discuss
reproducibility of sensor readout, controlled by the mode of spectral acquisition and
functionality of the motorized stage.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
Chemicals and Materials
Gadolinium oxysulfide upconversion phosphors doped with Ytterbium and
Erbium (4.0 micron PTIR660/F) were purchased from Phosphor Technology Ltd. Sensors
were coated with polydimethylsiloxane prepared from a Dow Corning Sylgard 184®
silicone elastomer kit. Bromocresol green dye (Alfa Aesar), reagent alcohol (BDH),
dibasic sodium phosphate/ monobasic potassium phosphate (BDH) buffer (pH 8) were
purchased from VWR. Boise Aspen® 300 92 bright copy paper (Boise Paper Holdings,
L.L.C, Boise, ID, USA) was used for sensor fabrication and 3 and 5 mil Fellowes
laminating pouches (Enhance 3 mil photo card size laminating pouch and 5 mil business
card size thermal laminating pouch, Fellowes, Itasca, IL) were used to create the sensor
housing. Multi-purpose transparency sheets were purchased from Staples (Product
number 23240, Staples, Framingham, MA). Bandpass filters were purchased from
Semrock and a 50/50 beam splitter was purchased from Chroma Technology.
Synthetic ligaments, Trevira (Kosa) artificial edge ligaments, were provided as a
gift from Edge Medical Biologics (Manchester, UK).

Sensor Fabrication
Spectral encoders were designed in Inkscape, a freeware graphics program to
contain 800 micron wide dye stripes with a 1.2 mm wide space between each.
Bromocresol green was prepared at a concentration of 1.1 mg/ml in a 50/50 solution of
pH 8 buffer (sodium and potassium phosphate) and reagent alcohol. The dye solution was
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added to a refillable ink cartridge and inserted into an Epson stylus R200 printer. For
experiments performed using the collection optics of a fluorescent microscope,
bromocresol green patterns were inkjet printed onto copy paper using the CD tray insert.
All patterns were printed a series of 9 times over the original pattern in order to increase
the amount of dye transferred to the paper. Sensors were cut using a Graphtec CE6000
desktop cutter (Graphtec Irvine, CA, USA) to a sensor size of 15 X 60 mm. The sensor
housing was constructed from 5 mil laminating pouches using a Fellowes laminator
(Venus 125, Fellowes, Itasca, IL) on the 4 mil heat setting. The analyzer mask pattern
was designed in Inkscape to contain 1 mm wide opaque stripes with a 1 mm wide space
between each. The analyzer was printed on the smooth (non-polymer coated) side of a
Staples transparency sheet using an HP colorlaserjet 1518ni printer in black ink. The
opaque stripes were printed 200 microns wider than the dye stripes on the encoder to
accommodate for the ink spreading observed on paper substrates with the inkjet printer.
The sensor housing was attached using double sided tape to an upconversion
microparticle film prepared on a foil sheet. The film dimensions were 25 x 5 mm and
contained 260 µl of a PTIR660/F solution (0.17 g/ml PTIR660/F in an aqueous solution
containing 5 mg/ml carboxymethyl cellulose sodium). The particle film was prepared by
drop-coating and was allowed to dry at room temperature overnight.
For samples with luminescence measured using photomultiplier tubes, the sample
preparation was modified. An interdigitated sensor pattern was designed in Inkscape
containing interlocking 950 micron wide stripes. In place of copy paper, a block of
bromocresol green was printed onto a transparency sheet using the CD tray insert. The
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block was printed over an additional 9 times. The interdigitated design was cut from the
dye printed transparency as well as a from a blank transparency sheet. A blank and a dye
containing sensor half was fit together and laminated inside a 3 mil laminating pouch.
The sensors dimensions were then cut to 12.4 mm x 21.02 mm, double-sided tape was
attached to one side, and the encoder was fit inside an empty encoder housing prepared
from a 5 mil laminating pouch. The analyzer mask was printed with an HP colorlaserjet
1518ni printer to contain alternating black dye and transparent spaces of equal width (950
microns). The sensor was overlaid upon a 6 mm x 18 mm upconversion particle film
containing 250 µl of 0.72 mg/ml PTIR 660/F in an aqueous solution containing 5 mg/ml
carboxymethyl cellulose sodium

Luminescent Measurements
For all luminescent measurements, the spectral encoder housing was clamped to a
mechanical stage with a machined fixture prepared to fit an MTS 50-Z8 stage. The
analyzer mask was fixed at both ends to maintain the substrate in a stationary position
(see figure 3.2). The backlash correction of the software program, ThorLabs APT user,
was 0.05 mm. The functionality and reproducible motion of the stage was previously
characterized. Briefly, the backlash for 25, 35, 50, and 100 micron displacements was
determined to be 10.5 ± 0.7 µm, 10.7 ± 0.5 µm, 17.8 ± 0.9 µm, and 18.7 ± 0.8 µm
respectively. Displacements were adjusted accordingly for changes in stage direction.
For luminescent measurements for sensors prepared on copy paper, the
mechanical stage was inverted and placed over a 10 x microscope objective of an
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inverted fluorescence microscope (DMI 5000, Leica Microsystems, Germany). A 3 mil
laminating pouch was placed between the sensor and the microscope objective. The
sensor was positioned above the collection optics and the objective height set to 8.60 mm
(the minimum distance allowable between the objective lens and sample plane). The
spectral ruler was excited from below with a 500 mW 980 nm laser (Changchun New
Industries Optoelectronics Technology, Changchun, China) after the laser emission was
filtered through a 980/15 nm bandpass filter (Chroma Technology Corp, Bellows Falls,
VT). Sensor luminescence was passed through a 960 nm short pass emission filter
(Chroma Technology Corp, Bellows Falls, VT) prior to being sent to a CCD camera
(iDUS-20BV, Andor, South Windsor, CT, USA) in a DeltaNu spectrometer (DNS 300,
DeltaNu, Laramie, WY). The efficiency of the light collection was improved with the
addition of a cylindrical lens between the microscope and spectrometer. Spectra were
collected with either a 150 line/mm grating centered at 600 nm or a 1,200 line/mm
grating centered at a value of 1290. For the grating with finer spacing, the pixel number
read-out of the spectrometer was calibrated using room light to convert the values into
nanometers. Using Andor Solis software, the collection exposure time was set to 0.30
seconds for the 150 lines/mm grating and 0.050 seconds for the 1200 lines/mm grating.
Spectra were recorded at a read-out rate of 100 kHz @ 16-bit corresponding to a signal
output to photoelectron conversion of 15 photoelectrons per count.
Luminescence measurements were acquired using a portable collection system for
the interdigitated sensors. The spectral ruler was attached to the motorized stage and
placed on the reflective surface of a lab jack to adjust sensor height. An optical fiber with
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attached lens was positioned to illuminate the spectral ruler from above with a portable
500 mW 980 nm laser filtered through a 980/15 nm bandpass filter (Chroma Technology
Corp, Bellows Falls, VT). A collection lens was centered above the ruler and illuminated
area. At the exit of the lens, a 3 ft long, 5 mm diameter liquid lightguide was attached to
transfer the signal to a collimator at the entrance of a filter cube. The light was passed
through an 842 nm short pass filter to ensure no bleedthrough from the laser (if not
properly excluded by the 980 nm filter) would be collected and influence calculated
spectral ratios. The light was then redirected by a 50/50 beam splitter and passed through
either a 661/11 nm bandwith or 680/13 nm bandwidth emission filter. At the exit of each
lens was a photomultiplier tube (Sens-Tech P30PC-01 Berkshire, UK) with a 25 mm
collection area. Photon counting was performed using a USB-interfaced data acquisition
device (model NI 9402 National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Spectral acquisition
settings were controlled with a custom LabView program. The signal was acquired with a
sampling frequency of 1 MHz and acquisition time of 100 milliseconds. In order to
ensure the luminescent signal did not saturate the number of counts that could be
processed by the data acquisition device, a sheet of white paper was placed between the
sample and the excitation source and collection optics to reduce the signal. A total of 100
measurements were acquired at each stage position and the intensity read-outs were
averaged for each location. The same motorized stage used for the microscope
measurements was used for the portable set-up and controlled with ThorLabs APT
software. Motorized stage step sizes were programmed to be either 100, 50, 35, or 25
microns. Backslash corrected measurements correspond to actual distances of 81.3 ± 0.8
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µm, 32.2 ± 0.9 µm, 24.3 ± 0.5 µm, and 14.5 ± 0.7 µm respectively upon change in
direction of stage motion. For luminescent measurements acquired through tissue, a 1.0
second exposure was used and the sample was placed below a 6 mm slice of chicken
breast tissue wrapped in cling wrap. Spectral ratios (I661/I680) were calculated after
subtraction of a background (dark counts of the collection system).

3.3 Results and Discussion
The sensors evaluate position by monitoring a luminescent signal generated from
upconversion microparticles below an encoder strip. The encoder strip contains
alternating lines printed with a dye that absorbs red light. The encoder is overlaid with a
mask, referred to as the analyzer. The analyzer is a transparent film patterned with a
black dye with line spacing equal to the lines on the encoder. The black dye does not
transmit light produced by the microparticle film. Both the encoder and the analyzer’s
motion is confined to a single axis by entrapping the encoder strip inside a semi-rigid
laminate pouch containing guiding rails that restrict the motion of the overlaid analyzer.
Figure 3.1a depicts a schematic of the sensor design, showing the microparticle film
below the housing of the encoder strip. A luminescent signal is generated by the sample
when irradiated with a 980 nm laser, exciting the microparticle film. The luminescent
signal passes through the encoder layer of the sensor before exiting through the analyzer
mask and traveling to the detector (spectrometer). The signal output is modulated based
on analyzer position; when the blackened regions of the analyzer overlay the dye on the
encoder, the spectrum collected represents that of the upconversion microparticles.
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Alternatively, when the dye region of the encoder is fully revealed through the analyzer, a
portion of the luminescent signal from the upconversion particles is absorbed by the dye.
Luminescence observed at three distinct alignments of the analyzer over the encoder strip
are shown in figure 3.1c along with the absorbance profile of the dye overlaid upon the
emission spectrum of the microparticle film (figure 3.1b). When the analyzer is in an
intermediate position between the two extremes described, the spectrum observed is a
linear combination of the start and end positions.

Figure 3.1 (a) Schematic of the spectral ruler sensor design showing assembly of the
sensor inside a semi-rigid laminating pouch. The sensor assembly overlays an
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upconversion microparticle film. (b) Absorbance spectrum of bromocresol green (pH 8)
in solution overlaid upon the emission spectrum of a Gd2O2S:Yb, Er film excited with
980 nm light. (a) Three distinct positions of the encoder with respect to the analyzer mask
are shown with their corresponding emission spectra. As the amount of dye revealed
through the transparent windows of the analyzer is increased, the signal from the left side
of the emission peak decreases relative to the right side of the emission peak.

For the rulers described within this work, the spectral encoder contains a series of
bromocresol green lines with a 950 micron space between each. We have selected
Gd2O2S:Yb, Er upconversion microparticles as the sensor excitation source and have
fabricated a thin particle film coated with polydimethylsiloxane on a reflective foil sheet
attached below the housing of the spectral encoder. Bromocresol green is a pH sensitive
dye; at a basic pH, the absorbance spectrum of the dye has a sufficient overlap with the
emission spectrum of the Gd2O2S:Yb, Er particles, as seen in figure 3.1b. The
bromocresol green dye was prepared in a mixture of reagent alcohol and phosphate buffer
(pH 8). At this pH value, when the microparticle film below the dye is excited, the BG
dye will absorb more strongly the left side of the Gd2O2S:Yb, Er emission peak than the
right. Since the luminescence from a single spectral peak is being monitored a spectral
ratio can be calculated and correlated with position of the analyzer mask. For calibration
purposes, we have attached our encoder housing to a motorized stage with the analyzer
mask attached separately to the apparatus. The mask is clamped on either end and
remains in a fixed position. An image of the sensor set-up is provided below in figure
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3.2. Advancement of the motorized stage position is controlled electronically with
ThorLabs APT software.

Figure 3.2 Photograph of an upconversion spectral ruler held by the motorized stage
fixture. The analyzer mask is held in a fixed position, clamped on either end. The encoder
and particle film are attached to a metal extension screwed into the movable portion of
the motorized stage. The encoder is highlighted in the light blue dashed box.

Upconversion particles offer several advantages over conventional fluorescence
approaches for generating a luminescent signal to be collected through tissue.
Upconversion nanoparticles are typically excited with lasers with output in the infrared,
such as 980 nm light. In the infrared, tissue scattering is reduced and long penetration
depths can be achieved through tissue. This wavelength (980 nm) is optimal for tissue
studies because the absorption coefficient of tissue is lower between ~ 650 nm and 1,000
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nm; below 600 nm both hemoglobin and melanin have significant absorption and above
1,000 nm there is significant absorption due to water.55, 78, 157-158 Additionally, this
excitation wavelength results in less excitation of naturally occurring fluorophores within
tissue (e.g. NADH has maximum light absorption at 340 nm and FAD at 450 nm with
maximum emission at 460 nm and 525 nm respectively).55 Other naturally occurring
fluorophores include lipo-pigments which excite between 300 and 500 nm with emission
between ~ 450 nm and ~ 650 nm and porphyrins that have an excitation maximum
around 400 nm with emission in the 600 – 700 nm range.55 Billinton et al. provide an
extensive list of other naturally occurring fluorophores along with their excitation and
emission maxima in a review discussing endogenous autofluorescence.159 Most
importantly, the upconversion signal has very low background because upconversion
particles work by sequential absorption of excitation light which provides a much higher
cross-section at the excitation powers used than fluorescent dyes, which require
essentially simultaneous absorption of two photons.160
Previously we have demonstrated the concept of absorbance of luminescence
from an Er3+ doped upconversion film by bromocresol green with the development of a
pH sensor capable of effectively measuring pH between pH 5 and 10. At low pH values,
there is minimal overlap of the dye absorbance with the particle emission peak above ~
650 nm. Spectral ratios were calculated for emission intensities at 661 nm and 671 nm
after excitation with 980 nm light. A power dependence study for the emission
wavelengths revealed that ratios calculated from these closely spaced peaks would not be
affected by laser intensity. With this study, luminescent signals were collected through ~
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6 -7 mm of porcine tissue and pH monitored during the growth of S. epidermidis
bacteria.128
We have also demonstrated a similar principle with spectral rulers patterned with
bromocresol purple overlaying a Gd2O2S:Eu x-ray scintillator film and with an extension
of the pH sensors described above.62 With the XEOL version of the spectral ruler we
demonstrated that 14.5 micron changes in position could be detected through a tissue
depth of 6 mm. Signals were collected through chicken breast tissue and were shot noise
limited.
Initial experiments involving our upconversion sensor were conducted on the
stage of an inverted fluorescence microscope using a 10 x microscope objective to collect
the luminescent signal, mimicking our results presented in the previous chapter for
XEOL and fluorescent spectral rulers. With this set-up (figure 3.3), there is significant
light loss resulting in a low collection efficiency as a result of the small collection angle
of the microscope objective and the dimensions of the spectrometer slit width.
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Figure 3.3 (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up. The spectral ruler is attached to a
motorized stage and positioned above the collection optics (microscope objective). The
sample is excited from below with a 980 nm laser and the luminescent signal generated is
captured by a CCD camera. (b) and (d) show luminescent spectra acquired at three
distinct positions of the encoder relative to the mask. Spectra in (b) were acquired with a
spectrometer grating with 150 lines/mm and spectra in (d) using a grating with finer
spacing (1200 lines/ mm). Spectral ratios corresponding to the selected spectra (A-C) are
denoted in (c) and (e). (c) and (e) show calibration curves for the sensor as the spectral
encoder transitions from position A (no BG showing through the mask) to C (maximum
BG showing through the mask).

Experimental results from these measurements demonstrate proof of concept for
the intended sensor. Figure 3.3b shows the luminescent signal acquired with a 0.30 s
exposure and a spectrometer grating with a spacing of 150 lines per mm. The luminescent
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spectral ratios were corrected for the inherent backlash of the motorized stage.
Experimentally derived backlash corrections for various software input step sizes are
provided in the experimental section. Details of the backlash characterization are
provided in Appendix B. As expected, an increase in the amount of bromocresol green
dye visible through the transparent windows of the analyzer mask resulted in a greater
absorption of the luminescent signal at 661 nm in comparison with luminescence at ~ 691
nm (left to right side of the emission peak). We calculated spectral ratios for each unique
encoder position; each data point represents a 100 micron displacement of the encoder.
Finer spectral details were observed by repeating the calibration with a grating containing
1,200 grooves per mm. The spectra in figure 3.3d show the luminescent signal for the
finer grating spacing and the calibration curve can be seen in figure 3.3e.
To improve collection efficiency of our instrumentation and make our system
portable for use in a clinical setting, we used photomultiplier tubes in place of the
microscope optics and CCD camera. The modified set-up also offers the advantages of
being cheaper and simpler and provides the possibility for increased data collection
speed. A schematic of the new collection system is provided in figure 3.4. No
modifications were made to spectral ruler attachment to the mechanical stage (pictured in
figure 3.2) and the operation of the computerized control software. The ruler was
illuminated from above with a 980 nm laser and the microparticle emission was captured
with a collection lens (focal length 40 mm ± 5 %, a numerical aperture of 0.554, and a
lens diameter of 50 mm) before traveling through a 3 ft long liquid light guide (5 mm
diameter) to a collimator attached to the entrance of a filter cube. The emission was first
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passed through an 842 nm short pass filter to ensure no excitation light would reach the
detectors. After passing through the short pass filter the emission was directed to a 50/50
beam splitter. Beyond the beam splitter were two separate band pass filters (emission
maxima at 661 or 680 nm) and a photomultiplier tube for each.

Figure 3.4 (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up showing the collection system (dual
PMTs). The sensor is excited with 980 nm light and the emission is passed through an
842 nm short pass filter before passing through a 50/50 beam splitter housed within a
filter cube. The light is then directed through either a 661 nm bandpass or 680 nm
bandpass filter before reaching a PMT.
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Figure 3.5 Emission spectrum of the sensor overlaid with transmission data provided by
Semrock for each bandpass filter.129 The 661 nm bandpass filter has a bandwidth of 11
nm and the 680 nm filter has a bandwidth of 13 nm.

Although we expected an increased collection efficiency with the photomultiplier
tubes, we modified the sensor preparation in order to increase the low signal output we
observed for measurements through tissue using the initial set-up. For the preliminary
microscope experiments, the encoder strip was prepared on white copy paper with a
thickness of ~ 100 microns. White paper is a highly scattering medium and therefore was
replaced with a transparent film in order to decrease signal scattering and increase the
amount of light detected. With paper as the encoder substrate coupled with the small
collection angle of the microscope objective, it was challenging to achieve a sufficient
signal through tissue. This modification was made for all sensors prepared for
measurements using the PMT collection system reported here.
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A calibration curve for sensor displacement in the absence of tissue was generated
using the new collection system. Due to an intensified signal, white paper was placed on
top of the spectral encoder so that the excitation source passed through the scattering
medium as well as the resultant luminescence before the signal was detected. This set-up
modification prevented saturation of the photon counting device. Each data point on the
calibration curve represents the average of 100 spectra acquired at a single position.
Average intensities vs. encoder position for each bandpass filter are provided in figure
3.6 and the calibration curve for the corresponding measurements presented in figure
3.7a. Spectral ratios (I661/I680) were calculated from the average intensity values.

Figure 3.6 Average intensity vs. encoder position (a 100 micron encoder displacement
was performed between each position). Each data point represents the average of 100
measurements. Direction of the motorized stage was reversed after 2.0 mm of travel.

As an extension of this study, we have demonstrated the sensor’s ability to
measure reproducible displacements on the tens of microns scale. Single forward and
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reverse motions of the mechanical stage revealed that 14.5 micron displacements could
be measured in the absence of tissue. Similar to the calibration curve, each data point
represents the average of 100 measurements at that position. By averaging over 100
spectra for each data point we have reduced the shot noise by a factor of ~ 8 for this data
set.
The average percentage error (shot noise) for all step sizes excluding 0 microns
(no motion) was calculated to be 0.18 %. We converted the noise level on the signal to an
error in displacement using the average difference in spectral ratio for a 32.2 micron
displacement divided by the stage step size. A change in ratio of 9.93 x 10-4 at this stage
position corresponds to a displacement change of 1 micron. For measurements acquired
in the absence of motion (0 micron step size), the percentage error agreed with the
average error for the three steps sizes reported, 0.18 %, and suggests the data is shot noise
limited. There is negligible error in the stage/sensor position. This percentage error
corresponds to a 1.69 micron error in displacement. Although, measurements for step
sizes less than 14.5 microns were not attempted due to backlash limitations of the
motorized stage, we expect that we can detect displacements of smaller magnitude based
on our error calculations.
We repeated the calibration curve measurements through tissue; 6 mm of chicken
breast tissue was placed above the sample. To ensure a significantly bright signal was
acquired, we increased the exposure time from 100 milliseconds (in the absence of tissue)
to 1.0 second. The calibration curve is in good agreement with our previous
measurements in the absence of tissue. A single displacement study was performed
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through tissue using the same programmed motorized stage step sizes as shown in figure
3.7b. Although, the signal intensity was decreased through tissue, we measured 14.5
micron displacements with low position error. The calculated noise associated with error
in position was determined to be 0.73 microns when there was no stage displacement and
an average of 2.0 microns for measurements acquired for the 14.5, 24.3, and 32.2 micron
displacements. We attribute the increase in error to buckling of the analyzer mask and
imprecision in motion of the encoder.
In addition to showing proof of principle for through tissue displacement
measurements, we have also shown that we can monitor displacements at a less sensitive
region of the calibration curve. The small displacement study was conducted at the
steepest slope of the linear portion of the curve, while the through tissue measurements
were collected close to a sensor position extreme (almost 100 % of the region below the
transparent window containing bromocresol green dye).
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Figure 3.7 (a) and (c) show spectral ratio (I661/ I680) vs. sensor displacement for a travel
distance of 2.0 mm. Each point represents a 100 micron displacement. (c) and (d) show
reproducible spectral ratios for a single position (single forward displacement followed
by a return to the initial position). All displacement measurements in (c) – (f) were
corrected for backlash of the motorized stage.

Conclusions and Future Work
We have successfully demonstrated proof-of- concept for measuring reproducible
micron scale displacements through tissue using a novel upconversion spectral ruler. The
rulers provide a low noise, low background signal through tissue without the use of
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ionizing radiation. We have measured displacements ranging from 100 microns down to
14.5 microns with signals limited primarily by shot noise and displacement step size
limited by the backlash of the motorized stage. We expect that we can measure
displacements as small as ~ 2.0 microns through tissue. By detecting a change in
wavelength/ color, the method does not require small features to be resolved through a
biological medium. We have also demonstrated the ability to collect measurements with a
cheap, simple and portable collection system that would allow the technique to be
performed in a clinical setting.
Future work will include miniaturization of the sensors to be applied in the
measurement of strain on tendons/ligaments in animal models. We will approach the
miniaturization by the use of photolithography or 3D printing with custom filaments
prepared by our lab containing luminescent materials.
Along with sensor miniaturization, we will further our study by attaching the
spectral ruler to a 10 mm wide cruciate ligament mimic. A photograph of the ligament
with attached sensor is provided below, figure 3.8. The initial gauge length (distance
between points of attachment) will be measured. We will apply known forces to elongate
the ligament using a force testing system. The luminescent signal generated by the ruler
will be collected at each force reading. We expect that we will be able to determine the
amount of ligament elongation by monitoring the change in spectral ratio. This
experiment will provide proof of concept for measuring forces acting on ligaments and
tendons during the healing of sports related injuries.
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Figure 3.8 Photograph of an upconversion spectral ruler attached to a 10 mm wide
cruciate ligament mimic.
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CHAPTER FOUR
MAGNETICALLY MODULATED SENSORS FOR IN VIVO pH MONITORING

In chapters two and three we demonstrated the use of position-dependent
luminescent sensors to measure displacement through tissue as a result of relative motion
between the analyzer mask and encoder strip. Motion was controlled by attachment of the
ruler to a motorized stage. Alternatively, position can be controlled by an external
magnetic field. As a demonstration of magnetic modulation, we have attached our
spectral ruler to a neoprene rubber strip containing magnetic material at one end. A
secondary magnet was placed a set distance from the end of the magnetic strip. Motion of
this magnet towards and away from the sensor resulted in a color change visible through
the transparent windows as the rubber strip was stretched. Sensor images and a
calibration curve are shown below in figure 4.1. Hysteresis between the forward and
reverse measurements is a result of mechanical and magnetic effects. Hysteresis can be
minimized by improvement of sensor design.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Spectral ruler attached to a neoprene rubber strip containing iron staples
stretched under magnetically applied forces. (b) Normalized color ratio (Blue/ (Blue
+Red)) as a function of distance between the magnet and end of rubber strip modified
with magnetic material. The position of the magnet was moved in 0.2 cm increments. The
hysteresis can be attributed to a combination of both mechanical and magnetic effects.

Using the principle of magnetic modulation to control sensor position, we have
developed a chemical sensor (pH) for conducting measurements through tissue. We have
modified the sensor design to contain a single substrate with both a sensing region and
mask for preliminary experiments. Details of the preliminary sensor and its application
are provided in the chapter below.
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4.1 Introduction
Fluorescene imaging and spectral analysis has widespread use in the biological
community due to bright signals emitted from fluorophores, the availability and tunability
of fluorophores to fit a wide array of experimental conditions, and the ability to acquire
measurements with high sensitivity. When in vivo fluorescent signals from exogenous
species are acquired through tissue, the signal collected is a combination of luminescence
from exogeneous species and from endogeneous species within the tissue sample. These
endogeneous species include flavins, amino acids, melanin, collagen, elastin, and NADH
among others.77, 159 The autofluorescence from these species is typically broad, ranging
over several hundred nanometers. When the luminescence signal of the exogenous
species is weak or has a strong overlap with the tissue autofluorescence, it is necessary to
remove the background signal in order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
Several approaches to autofluorescence removal and experimental designs that
minimize tissue autofluorescence have been cited throughout the literature including
fluorescence time-gating, digital image processing, and mathematical algorithms such as
principle components analysis.159, 161-166 In simple cases, with the correct selection of the
excitation source in combination with the use of emission filters, the autofluorescence
signal may be blocked allowing for luminescence from the exogeneous species to be
easily detected. Pushing the excitation into the near-infrared decreases absorption and
scattering by the tissue and results in less tissue autofluorescence. In cases when it is
difficult to separate the autofluorscence from the overlapping fluorophore signal or the
origin of the autofluorescence is unknown, fluorescence time-gating can be used.
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Fluorescence time-gating is an effective subtraction method when the fluorescent lifetime of the exogenous species is greater than ~ 1 - 10 ns, the lifetime range of many
naturally occuring fluorophores. In this instance, the signal from the exogenous species
may be acquired after a delay period greater than 10 ns. The use of quantum dots,
lanthanide chelates, and porous silicon nanoparticles for fluorescence gating has been
demonstrated.162-163, 167 Although successful, this methodology is limited in its utility
because there are a limited number of biocompatible fluorophores that fit this criteria.163
Removal of autofluorescence by the use of two excitation sources, one that excites both
the exogenous and endogenous components and a secondary laser that excites only the
endogenous species have been investigated. In this approach, collection of the two signals
allows for background subtraction to be performed however, requires the availability of
two closely spaced excitation lines. The shift in excitation wavelength must be minimal
in order to ensure that the autofluorescence from the tissue from both lasers is
comparable.159, 164 Lastly, tissue autofluorscence may be removed post-measurement by
mathematical algortihms or image correlation techniques.165 Often these mathematical
corrections require a priori knowledge of the tissue autofluorescence, which is not
always readily available since autofluorescence varies by tissue type and is affected by
the excitation source selected.
The Kopelman group at the University of Michigan has developed an innovative
method for separating autofluorescence signals from desired sensor signals. The group
has developed MagMOONs, magnetically modulated optical nanoprobes, a novel type of
fluorescent sensor that is capable of background signal subtraction.168-172 These sensors
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consist of a nanoparticle loaded with a fluorescent dye and magnetic material. One
hemisphere of the particles is coated with a metal such as aluminum. The purpose of the
metallic coating is to block fluorescence excitation and emission from one half of the
particle. The particles are magnetized in a single direction so that the particles will
uniformly orient themselves in a rotaing magnetic field. When the direction of the
external field is modulated, the particles “blink” in response. Fluorescence emission from
the particle is collected when the non-coated hemisphere faces towards the collection
optics and no fluorescence is detected when the metallic coating is oriented towards the
optics. They have demnstrated the use of these particles to remove background signals
from the excitation source,171 background autofluorescence in media such as ovine
albumin,168 and have measured the particle signal for a sample on the surface of a leaf.169
Additionally, they have demonstrated the ability to combine the MagMOONs with
chemical sensing including pH sensing.169, 171 In all cases, successful removal of
background signals were achieved.
Our group has developed a MagMOON probe for studying de-gelation processes
through tissue that may be useful for applications in drug delivery. MagMOON probes
were incorporated into alginate gels. MagMOON position was fixed during the gelation
process. After the addition of alginate lyase to the sample, the gel began to break-down
resulting in an increase in particle “blinking”/rotation as the particles became “free” in
the matrix. Blinking of the particles was observed through 4 mm of chicken breast
tissue.173-174 Additionally, we have demonstrated the tracking of MagMOONs in live
cells.174
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In this chapter, we will present the development of an orientation dependent
implantable fluorescent sensor for monitoring local pH changes of the surface of medical
devices. The novelty of the sensors lies in their ability to discriminate between sensor
signal and autofluorescence produced by biological tissues by a simple subtraction
method. The sensor are comprised of three essential components: a sensor strip
containing a pH sensitive dye and quantum dots which are insensitive to changes in H+
concentration, an opaque mask, and a tube magnet (magnetized across its diameter). The
sensor strip is wrapped around one side of the magnet, while the mask is positioned
directly opposing the sensor. After assembly, the sensor is positioned between a
spectrometer and a secondary magnet; this secondary magnet is attached to a stepper
motor used to control rotation of the sensor. When the sensor is illuminated with a redlight source, the pH sensitive dye emits a fluorescent signal that is captured by
spectrometer when the sensor strip is oriented towards the collection system.
Alternatively, when the external magnet is rotated resulting in a re-orientation of the tube
magnet (mask towards the collection system), the signal acquired can be attributed to
background luminenscence. The background luminescence may be of several origins
including tissue autofluorescence and bleedthrough of the laser excitation source.
We have selected to monitor pH, as local in vivo pH monitoring is essential for
the detection of bacterial infections on the surface of implanted medical devices.
Orthopedic implants including fracture fixation devices are susceptible to infection and
the formation of biofilms on the surface. Approximately 5 – 10 % of the 2 million
fixations performed each year result in implant infection, resulting in an approximate US
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expenditure of $15,000 per patient.5-6 The frequency of infection of implanted devices is
particularly high for soldiers with battlefield injuries; approximately 40 % of these
internal fixation cases result in infection.175
Implant infections are often difficult to eradicate due to the formation of biofilms
on the device surface.6, 176 Biofilms are colonies of bacteria that exhibit hypoxic regions
and heterogeneous pH, are highly resistant to antibiotic treatment, and often contain
dormant bacteria.2, 5, 177 The microbes contained in biofilms are approximately 10 – 1000
times less prone to antimicrobials than planktonic microbes.5-6, 177-178 Biofilms are
nutrient deficient causing them to become slow or non-growing. A large majority of
biofilms that form on implanted medical devices are staphylococcal, with approximately
two-thirds of the infections caused by Staphylococcus aureus or coagulase-negative
staphylococci.4-5 Other common microorganisms associated with implant infection
include gram-negative bacilli, anaerobes, enterococci, and polymicrobial
microorganisms.5
Our aim is to incorporate the magnetically modulated sensor onto the surface of
implanted biomedical devices to provide a non-invasive method for pH monitoring.
Although several methods of measuring pH are widely available including litmus paper,
pH electrodes, and a variety of pH indicating dyes and stains, measuring pH through
tissue remains challenging. pH monitoring through biological tissues has been previously
demonstrated by the use of NMR, ion sensitive field effect transistors (ISFET), optical
fibers and the development of a radiotelemetric pH device (BRAVO™). Each technique
is associated with inherent limitations such as the need for compartmentalization of the
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electrical components from biological fluids for ISFETs.179 Additionally, some of the
named techniques are impractical for in vivo monitoring as a result of long response
times, sensor integrity, and the need for frequent calibration.
Our group has demonstrated pH detection through tissue with the use of
upconversion luminescent and x-ray excited optical luminescent sensors that detect pH
by capturing a luminescent signal generated from a particle film modulated by absorption
from a pH sesnitive dye. As the pH in close proximity to the sensor increases, the pH
sensitive dye absorbs more strongly the luminescence from the particle film. Using a
ratiometric approach, where a portion of the luminescence signal from the particle film
remains unaltered by the change in absorption of the dye, pH was determined by
calculating a spectral ratio of the unmodulated to modulated portion of the curve. This
approach has shown great promise and has been applied to the detection and treatment of
bacterial growth (Staphylococcus epidermidis) using ciprofloxacin.62, 128 Although this
approach has been successful, it has a few limitations including the use of ionizing
radiation in the case of the XEOL sensor. The measurements also require the inclusion of
an internal reference region to assess effects from the tissue sample. When upconversion
is used as the light source, it is expected that the background will be low. Although this
was observed, upconversion is a less efficient process than XEOL and fluorescence. The
sensor described in this chapter utilizes the collection of fluorescence emission from two
luminescent materials – one which is pH dependent and the other pH independent. The
luminescent measurements in combination with magnetic modulation allows for
background subtraction to be performed.
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Herein we report the results of our preliminary studies for pH measurements
through tissue using our prototyoe sensor design.

4.2 Materials and Methods
Fabrication of pH Sensor Strips
pH sensor strips were prepared on qualitative 413 filter paper sheets (VWR) cut
into 12 mm x 6.7 mm rectangles. Water dispersible quantum dots, QSH 645, (Ocean
Nanotechnology, San Diego, CA, USA) were diluted in a 1:2 ratio. QSH 645 quantum
dots have a CdSSe core and a ZnS shell; the particle shell is functionalized with
carboxylic acid moities. To each filter paper strip, 40 µl of the quantum dot solution was
drop-coated in 10 µl additions, allowing the filter paper to dry and the particles to absorb
into the substrate between subsequent additions. After air drying, a 15 µl aliquot of 5(6)carboxynaphthofluorescein (1.56 mg/ml in reagent alcohol) was added to each strip and
air dryed. Reagent alcohol was purchased from VWR and 5(6)carboxynaphthofluorescein from Marker Gene Technologies, Inc. (Eugene, OR, USA).
The pH of each strip was then modified with the addition of 60 µl of buffer (pH values 4
– 10). All buffers used were commercially available and were purchased from VWR. pH
values below 4 were not investigated due to the instability of the quantum dots at low pH,
pH <5. Sensors were stored in the dark to minimize photobleaching during air drying of
the sensors.
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Spectral Ratio Calibration Curve
After complete drying of the pH sensor strips, a fluorescence emission spectrum
of each sensor was acquired. For each sample, the sensor strip was contained in a petri
dish for cell culturing (35 x 10 mm sterile petri dish, Electron Microscopy Sciences,
Hatfield, PA, USA). The petri dish was placed on a glass slide on the stage of an inverted
fluorescence microscope, Leica DMI 5000 (Leica Microsystems, Germany). All
fluorescence emission measurements for calibration were collected with a 10 x
microscope objective and a collection distance of 3.02 mm between the bottom plane of
the glass slide and the objective lens. Samples were irradiated from below with a
632.8 nm HeNe laser (laser power 5 mW) filtered through a 633 nm laser line excitation
filter (Chroma Technology Corp, Bellows Falls, VT, USA) before reaching the sample.
The red laser (model HRP050-1) was purchased from ThorLabs in Newton, NJ, USA.
Fluorescence emission captured by the objective lens was filtered through a 646 nm
longpass filter (Chroma Technology Corp, Bellows Falls, VT, USA) housed within a
filter cube. The filtered emission was passed through a cylindrical lens at the exit of the
microscope to increase collection efficiency before it was directed into the slit of a
DeltaNu spectrometer (DNS 300, DeltaNu, Laramie, WY). A grating with 1,200 lines per
mm was used to diffract the incoming light and the dispersed signal was collected by a
cooled (- 65 °C) iDUS-20BV CCD camera (Andor, South Windsor, CT, USA). The
spectrometer and CCD settings were controlled with Andor Solis software. For
calibration measurements, the exposure time was set to 0.01s, the read-out rate 100 kHz
@ 16-bit, the shift speed 8.25, the pre-amplifier gain was set to 1x, and full vertical
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binning was selected. Under these conditions, the spectrometer read-out reported in
counts is equivalent to 15 photoelectrons per count. From each spectrum, intensity
measurements were averaged over a width of 11 pixels (wavelength regions 697.3 nm –
702.8 nm and 657.9 nm – 663.5 nm). A ratio of the average intensities was calculated
(I700/I660) and plotted versus the pH of the buffer solution used for preparation. Each ratio
is reported as the average and standard deviation of 3 independent trials performed with 3
different sensors constructed with the same pH buffer.

Fabrication of Magnetic pH Sensors
After calibration measurements were recorded, double-sided tape was added to
the back side of each strip used for magnet studies (pH 7 and pH 10 sensor strips). The
sensor strip was wrapped around the length of a cylindrical tube magnet (magnetized
across its diameter) purchased from SuperMagnetMan. The magnets were 12 mm long
with and outer diameter of 4 mm and an inner diameter of 1.5 mm. The remaining
uncoated half of the magnet was masked off with black electrical tape. Slight overlap of
the electrical tape on top of the sensor strip allowed for insurance that the sensor strip
would not dettach from the magnet due to friction between the rotating magnet and tissue
sample to be placed above and below. Electrical wire was run through the inner hole of
the tube magnet to allow for an axis for the tube magnet to rotate about upon application
of an external magnetic field. On either side of the tube magnet, electrical tape was
wound around the electrical wire to prevent translation of the magnet along the wire
during rotation.
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Luminescent Measurements during Magnetic Modulation
To conduct luminescent measurements during magnet rotation, the prepared pH
tube sensor was positioned above the 10 x objective of the inverted fluorescence
miroscope and the electrical wire was attached to the microscope stage on either side.
Below the sensor, a petri dish (Greiner bio-one petri dish, 94 x 16, VWR) was placed on
the stage to hold the tissue sample; for consistency an empty petri dish was present below
the sample in studies conducted in the absence of tissue. A NdFeB magnet (magnetic
material grade N45H) was positioned above the microscope stage/tube sensor. The
external magnet was attached to a stepper motor (1.8 degree hybrid stepper motor,
Applied Motion Products, CA, USA) controlled with SI programmer (Applied Motion
Products, Inc., Watsonville, CA, USA). Details of the modulation are provided in
appendix D. Briefly, the magnet was rotated 1,000 steps forward and the position
maintained for a set time (2.5 s in the absence of tissue and 16.0 s in the presence of
tissue). After the wait time, the magnet was rotated another 1,000 steps and the wait time
repeated. The cycle was repeated for the duration of the luminescent measurements.
All luminescent measurements were collected with the system described above
for calibration measurements with slight modifications in focal length and program
settings. For trials performed in the absence of tissue, a kinetic series was programmed in
the Andor Solis software to collect spectra with a 0.25 s exposure, a kinetic cycle time of
0.26326 s, and a kinetic series length of 200. Approximately 10 spectra were collected at
each magnet position in accordance with the 2.5 s motor wait time between each rotation.
The focal length between the petri dish on the microscope stage and the objective lens
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was set to a maximum (z = 0 mm). For through tissue measurements, Tyson all natural
chicken breast was purchased, sliced with a meat slicer (Edgecraft Corporation,
Chef’sChoice International™ Gourmet Electric Food Slicer Model 630, Avondale, PA,
USA) to a thickness of 6 mm, and wrapped in Glad® clear cling wrap (The Glad
Products Company, Oakland, CA, USA). One chicken breast slice was placed below the
sensor in the petri dish and the other layed directly on top of the sensor to sandwhich it. A
kinetic series was programmed in Andor Solis with an exposure time of 4.00 s, a kinetic
cycle time of 4.01325 s and a kinetic series length of 100 spectra. Approximately 4
spectra were recorded at each position of the magnet. The objective was set to a
maximum height of 8.63 mm below the sample. For all measurements, the sample was
irradiated from below. No further modifications were made in the readout settings of the
spectrometer.
To determine pH from the spectral data, intensity averages were calculated (I700
and I660) for all spectra and plotted versus spectrum number. The ratios were then
seperated into two different classes; the “on” and “off” positions of the sensor, where
“on” corresponds to measurements recorded when the pH sensitive dye was facing
towards the objective lens and the “off” spectra where the masked side of the tube
magnet was facing towards the objective. All intensity averages falling between the two
extremes were disregarded during calculations. These intermediate positions are a result
of differences between the cycle time of the spectral acquisition system and the wait time
of the magnet. The average intensity of the “on” and “off” positions for the wavelength
regions 697.3 nm – 702.8 nm and 657.9 nm – 663.5 nm were calculated. The “off”
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average for each wavelength range was subtracted from the corresponding “on” position.
A ratio of the resulting intensity measurements was determined ((I700 (“ON-OFF”))/(I660 (“ONOFF”))

and compared with the calibration curve.

4.3 Results and Discussion
We have developed a position-dependent luminescent sensor to effectively
discriminate between fluorescence from an exogenous fluorescent sensor (i.e fluorescent
pH sensor) and endogenoues fluorescent moities within biological tissue samples. The
fluorescent sensing strip contains a pH sensitive fluorescent dye and pH insensitive
quantum dots that serve as a spectral reference. Our approach to background subtraction
is similar to work in the Kopelman lab at the University of Michigan for the development
of a pH sensing magnetic microdrill. Their sensor design contained a drill bit with a
polymer coating (poly(methylmethacrylate) or polyvinyl chloride) containing pH
sensitive dye (5(6)-carboxynaphthofluorescein or ETH5350) and a NdFeB magnet
attached to the head of the drill bit. One side of the drill bit was darkened to block
fluorescence emission. Rotation of the drill bit, controlled with an external magnetic field
resulted in emission spectra in “on” and “off” positions. The “on” position corresponding
to signal from the pH dye and the “off” corresponding to background when the darkened
coating was oriented towards the collection system. With their magnetic modulation
experiments they were able to reduce the contribution of background to their overall
signal by a factor of 100 when luminescent measurements were recorded for the drill
rotating through a gelatin medium.180
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We have extended the work of the Kopelman group (MagMOONs and the
magnetic microdrill) with the construction of a rotating sensor for pH measurements
through tissue to be made on the surface of orthopedic implants. A schematic of our
experimental design and collection system for luminescent measurements is provided in
figure 4.2. As our pH indicator, we have selected 5(6)-carboxynaphthofluorescein
(CNF), with a pKa of 7.6. Fluorescence emission spectra of CNF prepared in solution
(reagent alcohol) with pH modified with commercially available buffers are shown in
figure 4.3. These measurements indicate that location of the fluorescence emssion
maximum (~ 673 nm) remains unaltered as a funtion of pH. However fluorescence
emission intensity decreases as the pH is decreased. At acidic and neutral pH values, the
excitation maximum for the dye is 512 nm, while at basic pH the λmax red shifts and is
reported as 598 nm. Meier et al. have devleoped a FRET-based pH sensor that takes
advantge of this red-shift.167 In our experiments, as the pH of the dye is increased, the dye
more effectively absorbs the 633 nm light that was used as the excitation source.
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Figure 4.2 Schematic of experimental set-up showing a magnetic pH sensor sandwiched
between two pieces of chicken breast tissue on the stage of an inverted fluorescence
microscope. Position of the sensor is modulated by rotation of an external magnet above
the microscope stage. The sensor is composed of a magnetic cylinder, magnetized along
its length, and coated anisotropically. One half of the sensor contains a pH sensitive dye
and a quantum dot particle reference material and the other side of the sensor is masked
with black electrical tape. The sensor is excited with 633 nm light and the fluorescence
emission is collected with a 10 x microscope objective before wavelengths < 646 nm are
rejected. The remaining fluorescence emission signal travels to a CCD camera. (b) shows
the collected signal for the “on” position of the sensor (dye oriented towards the objective
lens). The total signal is comprised of fluorescence emission from the sensor, background
from the tissue, and unfiltered laser emission reaching the detector. (c) shows the sensor
in the “off” position (masked region of the sensor facing the objective) resulting in signal
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collection from the laser and the background from the tissue. In this position
luminescence is not collected from the pH sensitive dye.

Figure 4.3 (a) Chemical structure of 5(6)-carboxynaphthofluorescein. (b) 5(6)carboxynaphthofluorescein dissolved in reagent alcohol (0.39 mg/ml) and mixed with
buffers ranging from pH 1 – pH 12 in a 2:100 dye solution to buffer ratio showing the
change in solution color from pale pink at acidic pH to blue at basic pH. (c) Fluorescence
emission spectra of dye solutions depicted in (b) under 633 nm excitation. The dye
emission maximum is located at ~ 673 nm for solutions prepared in reagent alcohol.

Although CNF is a ratiometric pH dye, exhibiting an isosbetic point at ~ 640 nm
in phosphate buffers, we have selected to calculate spectral ratios for pH determination
with the addition of a secondary luminescent material. We have made this selection in
order to utilize red light as our excitation source. Red light was chosen because as the
wavelength of visible light increases there is a decrease in the amount of tissue
autofluorescence observed.55 The optimal window for tissue imaging is considered to be
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~ 600 – 1,000 nm and has been coined the “therapeutic window.” 158 In addition to a
decrease in autofluorescence, increasing the excitation wavelength results in lower
absorption and scattering coefficients. Below 600 nm, the tissue absorption coefficient
(cm-1) is greater than 1, however drops to less than 0.1 by 650 nm. However, if excitation
and emission are pushed above this region, >1000 nm, water absorption becomes
increasingly prevalent.55, 78, 158 Utilizing CNF alone to calculate spectral ratios would
necessitate the use of either ~ 488 nm or ~515 nm light as the excitation source. This
would result in increased autofluorescence in the tissue as well as greater absorption and
scattering of the excitation wavelength.
As the secondary luminescent material, water dispersible quantum dots with a
maximum emission at 645 nanometers were incorporated into the sensor strips. The
quantum dots were selected because they are photostable, have narrow emission, and
have good spectral overlap with CNF. By selecting closely spaced or in this case
overlapping peaks, spectral distortion when passing through tissue is minimized. Overlaid
emission spectra of the quantum dots and CNF (pH 7) are shown in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Overlaid quantum dot and CNF dye (pH 7) emission spectra excited with a
633 nm laser.

When CNF is added to the filter paper strips along with quantum dots, the
luminescence emission from 633 nm excitation is a combination of the two spectra
presented in figure 4.4. A calibration curve was constructed for sensors strips with pH
values ranging between pH 5 and pH 10. The luminescent emission spectra are presented
in figure 4.5. The shift in λmax agrees with the expected trend; the emssion maximum is
red-shifted as basicity is increased due to the red-shifted absorption maximum of CNF.
At low pH values, luminescence from the quantum dots dominates the overall emission
signal collected. However, as pH of the sensor strip is increased, the emission collected is
predominantly from the CNF dye.
pH values below 5 were not investigated due to the pH stability range reported
for the quantum dots. Luminescence ratios for pH sensor strips prepared with pH 9 buffer
were excluded from the sample set as the data points were outliers. It is hypothesized that
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boric acid, a component of the pH 9 buffer reacts adversely with either the filter paper
medium or the fluorescent materials. Further invesitgation of this observation needs to be
conducted. Alternatively, future sensors will be prepared with a pH 9 buffer with a
different chemical composition.
From the luminescence data collected, spectral intensity values were averaged
from 697.3 nm to 702.8 nm and from 657.9 nm to 663.5 nm. A ratio of the luminescnece
average was calculated (I700/I661) and plotted versus pH of the buffer. Each point in the
calibration curve represents the average of three independent measurements from unique
samples. Error bars indicate standard deviation among the three samples. Table 4.1
reports the spectral ratio for each sensor measured. It is evident that there is greater
variation in spectral ratios calculated at higher pH values (e.g ± 0.025 for pH 5 and ±
0.080 for pH 10). During sample preparation, it was noted that there was more dye
leaching at higher pH, which supports the evidence of statistical variations. Future
investigations will include the quantification of dye leaching.
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Figure 4.5 (a) Fluorescence emission of sensor strips containing CNF dye and
CdSSe/ZnS core shell quantum dots at pH values 5 – 10. As the basicity is increased, the
emission maximum red shifts due to the increased absorption of 633 nm light by CNF.
Quantum dot fluorescence emission is independent of pH. (b) pH sensor calibration curve
for the sensor strips before attachment to a cylindrical magnet. Greater deviation is
observed at higher pH due to increased dye leaching during sensor preparation. (c)
Photograph of prepared sensor strips.
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pH
Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Average
Standard Deviation

5
0.21
0.17
0.20
0.19
± 0.025

Spectral Ratio
6
7
8
0.25
0.68
1.20
0.22
0.73
1.36
0.25
0.69
1.23
0.24
0.70
1.26
± 0.020 ± 0.028 ± 0.083

10
2.67
2.53
2.53
2.58
± 0.080

Table 4.1 Spectral ratios (I700/I660) for sensor strips prepared with pH buffers 5,6,7,8 and
10 as shown in the calibration curve (figure 4.4). pH 9 was omitted as the spectral ratio
values were found to be outliers. The average and standard deviation are reported for 3
separate samples prepared under the same conditions.

Prior to luminescence measurements through tissue, a spectrum of the chicken
breast used in the reported trials was acquired with the same acquisition settings as the
magnetically modulated pH sensors. The characteristic chicken breast spectrum with
633 nm excitation is provided below.
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Figure 4.6 Fluorescence emission spectrum of 12 mm of chicken breast excited with a
He-Ne laser (633 nm) with an exposure time of 5.0 s. Bleed-through of excitation light
not blocked by the 633 nm short pass filter is observed at long exposures. The tissue has
an autofluorescence maximum at ~ 660 nm, and emission within the same wavelength
range as the emission of the pH sensitive dye and quantum dot reference.

pH sensor strips (pH 7 and pH 10) were further investigated and spectral ratio
values were determined in the absence and presence of tissue in combination with our
design for magnetically modulated sensing. Each sensor strip used for calibration was
attached to one side of a cylindrical tube magnet and the opposite side blackened with
electrical tape. The tube magnet contained a hole through its center; an electrical wire
was fit through the opening. The purpose of the wire was to provide an axis for the
magnet to rotate about and allowed the position of the magnet to be fixed to the
microscope stage. Rotation of the magnet was controlled by a NdFeB magnet attached to
a stepper motor controlled with SI programmer. In the absence of tissue, the excitation
exposure time was set to 0.25 s and approximately 10 spectra were recorded before
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rotation of the magnet by 180 °. When the sensor was sandwiched between 2 pieces of
6 mm thick chicken breast, the exposure was increased to 4.0 s to achieve a sufficiently
bright signal through tissue. Signal intensity is significantly reduced through tissue as a
result of absorption and scattering. Approximately 4 spectra were recorded at each
position of the magnet before rotation. The number of acquisitions was reduced for
through tissue measurements to prevent bleaching of CNF over time.
Spectra for “on” and “off” positions for pH 10 sensors are presented in figure 4.7
below. Inset graphs in (b) and (d) highlight the signal for the “off” position. In the
absence of tissue, minimal signal is collected in the “off” position. Counts collected can
be attributed to room light or the capture of scattered excitation, however, the signal is
negligible. Figure 4.6c and 4.6e show average intensities at 700 and 661 nm. At pH 10,
luminescence from CNF dominates the spectrum, which is evident by the more intense
signal averages at 700 nm than at 661 nm. For the trial highlighted below, there was an
average background signal of 125 counts (1,875 photoelectrons) at 700 nm and 82 counts
(1,230 photoelectrons) at 661 nm through tissue. These “off” values were subtracted from
the average of the “on” intensities. A spectral ratio as calculated from the corrected
values.
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Figure 4.7 (a) Photograph of assembled pH 10 sensor. (b) pH 10 sensor strip (sample 1)
fluorescence emission spectrum in the “on” position where the pH sensor is oriented
towards the microscope objective. Inset graph shows the signal from the sensor in the
“off” orientation. (b) Plot of luminescence intensity vs. time as the external magnet is
rotated (the external magnet was rotated every 2.5 seconds). Shaded regions highlight
“on” and “off” positions of the sensor. Intermediary values were discarded in
determination of sensor pH. (c) Fluorescence emission from pH 10 sensor strip (sample
3) attached to a tube magnet and sandwiched between 2 slices of 6 mm thick chicken
breast wrapped in cling wrap. Due to an increased exposure time, luminescence from the
633 nm laser can be seen in the spectrum as it was not efficiently blocked by the 646 nm
long pass filter. Inset graph shows the fluorescence signal from the chicken breast tissue.
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(d) Intensity measurements for the through tissue sample as a result of magnetic
modulation. The external magnet was rotated every 16 seconds; a total of 100 spectra
were acquired.

Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Average
Standard Deviation

No Tissue
Spectral Ratio Calculated pH
2.34+
9.64
2.75
10.26
2.12
9.30
2.40
9.73
0.320
0.486

Tissue
Spectral Ratio Calculated pH
2.42
9.77
2.79
10.32
2.41
9.74
2.54
9.94
0.217
0.329

Table 4.2 Summary of spectral ratios for pH 10 sensor strips with luminescent signals
modulated by an external magnetic field. Average and standard deviation of spectral
ratios were calculated for the same 3 sensor strips used to generate the calibration curve.
Table value denoted with a (+) represents the average of 2 trials. pH was determined by
interpolation using pH 8 and pH 10 calibration values to calculate slope. The calculated
pH agrees within less than half a pH unit from the expected pH (pH of the buffer).

Spectral ratios for all pH 10 sensor trials are reported in table 4.2. In the absence
of tissue, the sensor reads an average spectral ratio of 2.40 ± 0.320 and 2.54 ± 0.217
through tissue. Observed spectral ratios were converted into pH values by interpolation
using pH 8 and pH 10 to calculate slope. In the absence of tissue, the pH read by the
sensor was 9.73 ± 0.486 pH units. We hypothesize that variations in the pH
measurements may be a result of heterogeneity across the sensor surface. From
measurements acquired for the calibration curve, the spectral ratios ranged from 2.53 to
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2.67, with an average and standard deviation of 2.58 ± 0.080, showing ~ 3 times the
variation of the pH 7 sensors also investigated.
The average pH value calculated from measurements conducted through 6 mm
chicken breast was 9.94 ± 0.329, showing better agreement with the calibration curve
than the measurements without tissue. This variation may also be a result of
heterogeneity. In the presence of the tissue sample, the laser spot has spread
approximately 6 mm more than in the absence of tissue, assuming the laser spot size
increases 1 mm per millimeter of chicken breast tissue. The increased illumination area
may provide a better estimation of the overall composition of the sensor.
In addition to pH 10 we have verified the accuracy of the sensor using pH 7
sensor strips. Spectra and average intensity measurements are shown in figure 4.8. At pH
7, evidence of the quantum dot emission is more apparent. The emission from the
quantum dots is not affected by the pH of the buffer, however, CNF does not absorb the
excitation wavelength as strongly at pH 7 in comparison with pH 10. In the absence of
tissue the average calculated pH value (6.97 ± 0.081 units) agrees well with the expected
pH of the buffer. Average and standard deviation values are reported in table 4.3. Values
calculated for through tissue measurements are on average lower than expected, with an
average pH of 6.79 ± 0.089. The pH 7 sensor strips can estimate pH with a precision of
approximately 0.09 pH units.
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Figure 4.8 (a) pH 7 sensor strip (sample 1) fluorescence emission spectrum in the “on”
position where the pH sensor is oriented towards the microscope objective. Inset graph
shows the low number of counts collected (< ~ 7 counts) from the sensor in the “off”
orientation. (b) Plot of luminescence intensity vs. time as the external magnet is rotated.
Shaded regions highlight “on” and “off” positions of the sensor. Intermediary values
were discarded in determination of sensor pH. (c) Fluorescence emission from pH 7
sensor strip (sample 2) attached to a tube magnet and sandwiched between 2 slices of
6 mm thick chicken breast wrapped in cling wrap. Inset graph shows the fluorescence
signal from the chicken breast tissue (maximum of ~ 150 counts at ~ 662 nm). (d)
Intensity measurements for the through tissue sample as a result of magnetic modulation.
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Sample 1
Sample 2
Sample 3
Average
Standard Deviation

No Tissue
Spectral Ratio
Calculated pH
0.72
7.04
+
0.70
7.00
+
0.63
6.88
0.68
6.97
0.046
0.081

Tissue
Spectral Ratio
Calculated pH
0.55
6.72
0.64
6.89
0.56
6.75
0.58
6.79
0.050
0.089

Table 4.3 Summary of spectral ratios for pH 7 sensor strips with luminescent signals
modulated by an external magnetic field. Average and standard deviation of spectral
ratios were calculated for the same 3 sensor strips used to generate the calibration curve.
Table values denoted with a (+) represent the average of 2 trials. pH was calculated by
interpolation using pH 7 and 8 ratios from the calibration curve. The calculated pH agrees
within ~ 0.30 pH units with the expected pH (pH of the buffer).

Although we have demonstrated proof of principle with our pH sensors, in order
to improve the accuracy of the pH value read, several challenges must be addressed
including uniformity of the pH sensitive strip, leaching of the pH sensitive dye, and
bleaching of the fluorescent materials. Below each limitation is briefly addressed.
Sensor uniformity is essential for reproducible measurements between sample sets
as well as for measurements collected across the surface of a single sensor. Currently, the
uniformity of the sensors is limited by the pore size and distribution in the filter paper
substrate. Sensors described in this work were prepared by sequential additions of
luminescent materials; quantum dots were added followed by CNF dye. To improve
uniformity, the pH sensitive dye and QD particles should be mixed to produce a
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homogenoues solution that will then be transferred to the sensing strip. In order to
prepare sensors in this fashion, it will be necessary to functionalize the surface of the
quantum dots. Under current experimental conditions, when filter paper is dipped into a
vial containing the dye/particle mixture, the quantum dots precipitate out. Alternatively,
the paper substrate may be replaced with a biocompatible polymer that allows for the
transfer of H+ ions across its membrane. A homogenoues mixture of the luminescent
materials and the polymer may be coated onto the magnet by either spin coating or dip
coating rather than drop-coating (as was performed in the studies shown here).
Although our studies were able to determine an average pH of 9.94 ± 0.329 for
the dry pH 10 sensors strips and a pH of 6.79 ± 0.089 for dry pH 7 sensors attached to the
tube magnet, we have not successfully measured pH change in time as the CNF dye
added to the sensors leaches under the current conditions. CNF readily leaches from the
paper upon addition of buffer solutions, with increased leaching observed as the basicity
of the buffer is increased. As a prelimiary attempt at controlling the leaching, we have
coated the sensor strip with a PEG diacrylate coating. Briefly, we have prepared a PEGDA solution containing 89.2 % 700 mW PEG diacrylate (Sigma Aldrich), 9.91 % of a
50/50 glycerol/ H2O, and 0.89 % photoinitiator (2,2-dimethoxy-2phenylacetophenone).
The pH sensor strips were coated with the polymer solution and irradiated with 356 nm
light for periods ranging between ~ 3 to 15 minutes. Long photopolymerization times led
to bleaching of the CNF dye. With shorter irradiation times, there appeared to be no
noticeable change in the amount of leaching when the sensor was soaked in buffer,
however a quantitaive assessment has not been performed.
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CNF has been utilized in the literature for pH sensing and dye leaching controlled
by several different approaches.167, 181-186 For example, Kopelman et al. have incorporated
CNF into acrylamide PEBBLES (probes encapsulated by biologically localized
embedding).181-183, 187 PEBBLES use a polymer matrix to encapsulate dye molecules. In
their experiments, CNF was encapsulated in an acrylamide matrix by addition of a N,Nmethylenebisacrylamide and acrylamide polymerization solution into an organic phase
Polymerization was initiated with either sodium bisulfite solution or ammonium
persulfate (APS) and N,N,N,N-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED). As part of their
experimental work, they also investigated the interaction of CNF with albumin and have
reported that CNF-albumin interactions greatly alter pH readings calculated for the
ratiometric dye.182 For this reason, as well as to control leaching, we will pursue the
fabrication of CNF pebbles. Alternative encapsulation methods include conjugation with
bovine serum albumin (BSA) or immobilization in an aminoethyl-cellulose matrix.185-186
Immobilization with BSA was not effective at controlling the dye leaching, the authors
report a leaching percentage of 22 % after one day. In addition to poorly resolving
problems with leaching, binding with BSA would not be appropriate for long term studies
using our sensors as the authors reported an increase in fluorescence intensity after
storage of the BSA conjugated sensors (10 days). This would skew spectral ratios as the
luminescence of the quantum dots would remain unchanged during storage.186
Although photobleaching did not hinder the results of the experiments reported
here, the exposure time for signal collection must be considered. Fortunately, Clark et al.
report that from a variety of dye containing PEBBLES synthesized in their work,
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PEBBLES containing CNF showed less photobleaching. The authors attribute this
observation to the low quantum efficiency of the dye.183 On the contrary, Bidmanova et
al. observed significant photobleaching of free CNF in solution illuminated with a 150-W
xenon lamp (7 % fluorescence intensity reduction over a period of 3 hours).186
Illumination times for our sensor will be much shorter than the exposure reported by
Bidmanova.

Conclusions and Future Work
We demonstrated proof-of-principle for measuring pH through tissue and
effectively discriminating between the sensor signal and autofluorescence of the
biological tissues. The sensor has a precision of ± 0.089 at pH 7 and ± 0.329 at pH 10.
Future work will include encapsulation of the pH sensitive dye in acrylamide
PEBBLES to prevent leaching. Once leaching is controlled, real-time pH measurements
will be recorded as the pH of the surrounding medium is changed/ cycled.
Additionally, we will use multiplexing to increase the overall signal upon
miniaturization of the device. We envision covering a section of the implanted device
surface with an array of these magnetic sensors. This will not only increase luminescence
emission, but will allow the pH of a large region to be investigated for heterogeneity. As
an example of this idea, we show images of 2 magnetic pH sensors responding in parallel
with one another as a magnet is rotated below the sensors (see figure 4.9). The sensors
are held in a fixed position under clamps on each end.
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Figure 4.9 Photographs of two closely spaced magnetic pH sensors responding to a
rotating magnetic field.

We will also investigate other design concepts for magnetic modulation. For
example, magnetic shutters similar in design to the spectral rulers can be 3D printed from
filaments containing magnetic material. Example shutters are pictured in figure 4.10. In
this system, with the use of an external magnet, position of two overlaid shutters can be
controlled. The shutters will align themselves in the position with minimum repulsion
energy. In the “open” position of the shutter, luminescence from the sensor and
background will be collected and in the “off” or closed position of the shutter the
background signal will be obtained.
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Figure 4.10 Alternative approaches for the design of a magnetically actuated pH sensor.
(a) Solidworks drawings depicting a magnetic shutter. The shutter contains lines of
magnetic material with a through hole between each; magnetic stripes and holes are of
equal width. Overlaying two interlocking pieces results in the ability to open and close
the holes as the layers are moved with respect to one another. In the presence of an
external field, the shutter layers will “hop” in order to align in the position that has the
minimum repulsion energy. 3D printed prototype shutters are shown. The shutters were
printed with iron impregnated PLA. (b) Shutters may also be cut from thin magnetic
polymer films. (b) shows polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mixed with iron filings
sandwiched between a Teflon and transparent sheet. The system was clamped shut
between two glass plates and polymerized in air.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation has presented 4 variations of luminescent sensors for signal
detection through biological tissues. These sensors include fluorescent, XEOL, and
upconversion spectral rulers as well as a magnetically modulated fluorescent pH sensor.
We have successfully demonstrated the use of position-dependent luminescence through
spectral acquisition to reveal physical and chemical properties of a system. Below, we
briefly summarize and compare the sensors as well as discuss future directions and
applications.

5.1 Spectral Ruler Conclusions
With the development of 3 variations of spectral rulers, we have demonstrated
that micron-scale displacements can be measured through tissue without the need to
resolve micron-scale features. We have achieved this by acquiring luminescent spectra
rather than luminescent images. The first ruler presented, the fluorescence spectral ruler,
was able to provide luminescent measurements with a 2.6 µm position error through
6 mm of chicken breast tissue. By acquiring spectra using fluorescence detection, we can
choose from a wide selection of luminescent materials that generate bright signals. The
fluorescence sensor design allowed for luminescent signals to be generated using redlight as the excitation source. Although, this light source is desirable because red light
can easily pass through tissue and is a source of non-ionizing radiation, the sensor
measurements required background subtraction prior to calculating spectral ratios. The
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red light excitation results in excitation of endogenous fluorophores within the tissue
sample. This background can either be mathematically subtracted if the spectrum of the
tissue sample and both luminescent materials is known or may be accounted for with the
use of a spectral reference region. Ideally, selecting fluorophores with a large stokes-shift
so that the emission is within a spectral region containing low background, would be
preferable.
We overcame the autofluorescence limitation of the fluorescent ruler with the
fabrication of XEOL sensors. The sensors offer essentially background-free
measurements through tissue. Additionally, due to the large penetration depth of x-rays
the sensor can be implanted underneath thick tissue. However, x-rays are a form of
ionizing radiation, therefore x-ray dose must be considered. For the measurements
reported in this work, we estimate an x-ray dose of ~ 8 cGy for a period of 3 seconds
assuming constant x-ray power, a distance of 3 cm from the source of x-ray generation to
the sample, and operating parameters of 50 kV and 4 watts, however, this is an
overestimation of our operating voltage (40 kV). According to specifications for the x-ray
source, the approximate x-ray dose rate for the sample is 1 Sv/hr at a distance of 30
cm.188 Conversion of the x-ray dose to Sieverts, the x-ray exposure integrated by tissue
type, and assuming all tissue is equivalent for a 1 cm2 tissue area at a depth of 1 cm for a
70 kg person, the equivalent x-ray dose would be approximately 1 µSv. Although, the xray dose leading to an increase in cancer risk is debated, the x-ray exposure for our sensor
is approximately 1/8th of the radiation (background radiation) that a typical person is
exposed to on a daily basis.189 On average humans are exposed to ~ 8.5 µSv of radiation
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each day, 310 mSv per year. Based upon data collected from atomic bomb survivors, it is
believed that there is a 5 % increase risk in cancer per Sv of radiation. However, the data
used to predict this increase is from patients exposed to 0.1 to 2.5 Gy. The risk above and
below these values on the % cancer risk vs. exposure (Sv) curve has a linear response.190
We hypothesize that we can decrease the x-ray dose further by increasing collection
efficiency of the system. Decreasing the x-ray exposure, would decrease the sensitivity of
the technique, however, this could be combatted with increased collection efficiency as
well as a decrease in sensor linewidth. Current sensors contain linewidths of ~ 1 mm.
With the XEOL sensor, we achieved reproducible 14.5 µm displacements through
6 mm of chicken breast tissue. We determined a position error of 1.5 µm for this sensor
for measurements through tissue and 0.7 µm in the absence of tissue.
Finally, we developed upconversion luminescent spectral rulers which combine
the advantages of both the fluorescence and XEOL spectral rulers. By selecting
upconversion microparticles as our luminescent material/light source, we were able to
excite the sample with 980 nm light. This wavelength is optimal because it falls within a
region of low absorption and scattering by the tissue and is non-ionizing. Additionally,
the excitation wavelength does not excite endogenous fluorophores in the tissue resulting
in a very low background signal. Using our upconversion sensor we have measured
displacements with a 0.7 µm position error through tissue.
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5.2 Spectral Ruler Future Directions
Future work for all variations of the spectral rulers will include miniaturization of
the sensors to achieve the overall goal of implantation in the human body. We will also
work to increase measurement sensitivity by reducing sensor linewidth. In order to
achieve this goal, one of several approaches may be utilized. These include
photolithography, nano-scale printing, laser cutting, and preparation of sensors with 3D
printing. Figure 5.1 below, demonstrates the use of nano-scale printing in our laboratory
for particles and dyes on a glass surface. Closely spaced droplets or lines with equal
spacing can be prepared using a benchtop printer capable of transferring attoliter to
femtoliter volumes to a surface by capillary action.191 Alternatively, spectral ruler
patterns can be 3D printed with luminescent filaments prepared in-house. Using a Filabot,
filament maker, we can impregnate PLA or ABS polymers with dyes that absorb red
light, or x-ray scintillators, upconversion particles, quantum dots, or other luminescent
materials as desired.
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Figure 5.1 Example of an alternative way to “print” small features on a surface using a
BioForce Nano eNabler™ benchtop printer. (a) An array of Gd2O2S:Tb x-ray scintillator
particles (100 nm) in a 90 % glycerol solution52 and (b) Nile red fluorescent nanospheres
(0.054 µm) in a 90 % glycerol solution with a droplet size of ~ 8 µm showing the
feasibility of preparing spectral rulers with linewidths on the order of tens of microns.

We have also demonstrated miniaturization of the sensor lines using an Epilog
Engraver laser cutter with a power of 15 % and a speed of 20 %. Holes with an opening
of 250 microns were fabricated.

Figure 5.2 Photograph of 250 micron linewidth cuts (zoomed in) in plain copy paper
made using a laser cutter.
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Miniaturization of the sensor will not only help with monitoring strain on fracture
fixation plates, but can aid in a secondary medical use – incorporation of the sensor into
the head of a tension indicating orthopedic screw. The screw is designed to aid in
monitoring hardware fatigue. Due to the size of orthopedic devices, miniaturization is
necessary. The data presented in chapters 2 and 3 is for spectral rulers with linewidths of
~ 1 mm. This would significantly limit the number of pattern repetitions incorporated into
the device. The orthopedic screw design, concept and preliminary luminescent
measurements are provided in Appendix E.
Although the focus of the work presented here has been primarily the
measurement of displacement through tissue, the spectral rulers are extremely versatile
and may be applied to non-biological systems. For example, the sensor design has
potential to be used in the packaging industry as a heat sensor on plastic packaging for
consumer products that must be stored within a controlled temperature environment. As a
demonstration of this potential application we have fabricated a spectral ruler containing
an encoder that spells the word “hot” as position of the analyzer mask is altered. We have
attached the analyzer mask to a piece of heat shrinkable plastic (Shrinky Dinks®) and
have controlled shrinking of the plastic with the use of a heat gun. Figure 5.3 shows
photographs of the sensor before and after heating. The design of this system allowed for
irreversible shrinking. This design would inform the consumer the product has reached a
temperature outside the usable range for the product.
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Figure 5.3 Strain sensor attached to a heat shrinkable polymer film. The image on the left
shows the experimental set-up. The encoder strip is patterned with the word “hot” in red.
Before heating, the words are masked, however upon heating of the polymer film, the
position of the mask is shifted and the word “hot” is revealed below.

Additionally the sensor may be useful to monitor swelling of polymers. We have
demonstrated this concept with the attachment of the sensor to an agarose gel. The gel
was allowed to de-swell by evaporation of water at room temperature. Images of the
sensor were acquired every 5 minutes over a period of 20 hours. Similar to the spectral
rulers shown in chapter 2, figure 2.1, the images were analyzed in MATLAB (code for
image processing provided in appendix A). The images tracked the change in color
visible through the transparent regions of the mask from red to blue.
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Figure 5.4 Strain detection on an agarose gel undergoing de-swelling due to evaporation.
(a) Normalized color change (R/(R+B)) as a function of time showing an inset image of
the gel with attached spectral ruler in the initial position before the start of position
monitoring. De-swelling was monitored by acquiring an image every 5 minutes for a
period of 20 hours. (b) Schematic of gel de-swelling as a result of the loss of water. (c)
Initial and final positions of the spectral ruler over the imaging period showing the color
change from red to blue.

Tracking the swelling of polymers may be useful for the development of in vivo
sensors for monitoring chemical changes on the surface of orthopedic devices. Several
smart hydrogel materials have been developed and their applications demonstrated in the
literature. The polymers respond to one or more external stimuli including pH,
temperature, ion concentration, electric fields, solvent composition and light.192-199 These
smart materials undergo a change in volume (hydrogel swelling or shrinking) that can be
detected optically (by fluorescence, interferometry, refractometry, etc.),
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conductimetrically, amperometrically or by mechanical means (strain gauges,
magnetoelastic elements, or pressure sensors).192, 200 These swelling sensors have been
utilized to measure analytes such as glucose, to monitor changes in pH, for drug delivery
and bioseparations, and to detect dissolved ions, antigens, enzymes and gases.192, 194-195,
197-199, 201-204

The above examples are only a few additional applications where measuring
small displacements with and without tissue based on color change would be
advantageous. Our proposed spectral ruler is extremely versatile, can be easily read, and
has a simple straightforward design.

5.3 Magnetically Modulated pH Sensor Conclusions
We have shown that position-dependent luminescence can also be utilized for
chemical sensing and using our approach we were able to overcome a major limitation of
fluorescence measurements through tissue, autofluorescence. Interference from
autofluorescence is shown in chapter 2, with fluorescence emission data from our spectral
ruler containing quantum dots excited with red light and the autofluorescence spectrum of
chicken breast tissue is highlighted in chapter 4, where we introduce our pH sensor.
By modulating the position of our pH sensor, we were able to record spectral
measurements of our sensor in two different orientations. In the “on” orientation we
collected luminescence of our pH sensing film, tissue autofluorescence, and bleedthrough from the excitation source. In the “off” position we recorded luminescent
measurements that contained only autofluorescence from the tissue and laser bleed-
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through. By performing subtraction of the “on” minus “off” signals we were able to
calculate a spectral ratio that could be correlated with pH based on our calibration curve
for the sensor strips. Using this approach we have measured pH with a precision of ± 0.09
pH units for pH 7 and ± 0.329 for pH 10 through 6 mm of chicken breast tissue. The
sensors measure pH in the range of 5 -10, difference in spectral ratio are inconclusive
below pH 5 and stability of the quantum dots limits use of the sensor above pH 10.

5.4 Magnetically Modulated pH Sensor Future Work
Future work for these sensors will include optimization of the pH sensitive dye/
pH insensitive quantum dot pair as well as miniaturization of the sensor size to allow for
a series of sensors to be attached along the length of an implanted medical device. By
selecting a different dye/particle pair we will be able to target low pH, an indication of
biofilm formation. Our current sensor is most effective in the pH range of 7 – 10. After
careful selection of this pairing, we will encapsulate our sensor in a biocompatible
polymer and study dye leaching.
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Appendix A
MATLAB Code for Determination of Color Ratio
for Spectral Rulers using Digital Photography

function[III, I, R, G,
B,Rm,Gm,Bm]=imageanalloadarevised(S,x_range,y_range)
% This function loads all files in a specified directory, sequentially
by time,
cd(uigetdir);
Fst=dir;
Fst=Fst(3:end);
if nargin<1,
S=1:size(Fst,1);
end;
if nargin<3,
x_range=1029:2564;
y_range=495:1940;
end;
display('loading file')
for f=S,
%display(f);
disp(Fst(f).name);
I=imread(Fst(f).name);
%
Iall(:,:,:,f)=I;
Isub=I(y_range,x_range,:);
III(:,:,:,f)=Isub;
clear Isub;
end;
R(:,:,:)=III(:,:,1,:);
G(:,:,:)=III(:,:,2,:);
B(:,:,:)=III(:,:,3,:);
for i=S, Rm(i)=mean(mean(R(:,:,i))); end;
for i=S, Gm(i)=mean(mean(G(:,:,i))); end;
for i=S, Bm(i)=mean(mean(B(:,:,i))); end;
figure; plot(Rm,'r'); hold; plot(Gm,'g');plot(Bm,'b');
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Figure A-1: MATLAB script for the analysis of photographs for preliminary experiments
shown in chapter 2 (Figure 2.1) This file determines the mean red, green, and blue
contribution to the image over a specified pixel region input for the y - range and x range.

Similar code to figure A-1 is presented in theses by Joshua Lake and Nakul
Ravikumar at Clemson University on the development of strain indicating screws.205-206

From the above MATLAB script, the following equations were used to calculate color
ratios:

Equation (1)

Equation (2)

Equation (3)
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Appendix B
Design of Motorized Stage Fixture and Characterization of Stage Backlash

In order to attach the spectral rulers to the motorized stage used to control the
position of the encoder strip, a metal fixture was designed to clamp to the motorized
stage. Dimensions of the fixture are provided in the drawings below. The fixture contains
seven pieces machined in aluminum. The assembled fixtures is photographed in figure B
-1, with each design piece indicated.

Figure B-1: Photograph of the motorized stage fixture for spectral ruler attachment. The
encoder strip is placed across the window in piece 1 and is held in place on either side by
piece 2. The window allows for the excitation source to illuminate the sensor, and the
resultant emission to be collected by the microscope objective. The analyzer mask
extends out of the spectral ruler housing on each end and is held in a stationary position
under clamps 4 and 6.
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Figure B-2: Schematic of piece 1 for motorized stage fixture.

Figure B-3: Schematic of piece 2 for motorized stage fixture. Two of piece 2 are required
for assembly.
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Figure B-4: Schematic of piece 3 for motorized stage fixture.

Figure B-5: Schematic of piece 4 for motorized stage fixture.
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Figure B-6: Schematic of piece 5 for motorized stage fixture.

Figure B-7: Schematic of piece 6 for motorized stage fixture.
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In order to correct displacement measurements for the inherent backlash of the
motorized stage, the motion of the motorized stage was characterized using photography.
Images of a screw on the motorized stage fixture were acquired for different step sizes
(10 µm, 15 µm, 25 µm, 35 µm, 50 µm, and 100 µm). To measure displacement after a
direction change, the motorized stage was advanced one position then reversed a single
position. This stage motion was repeated and a total of 9 positions investigated; at each
position a single photograph was acquired. To study displacements in a single direction,
the stage was advanced three consecutive positions, with an image acquired at each,
before reversal of the direction. A total of 12 images were acquired for this pattern.
During analysis of stage motion in a single direction, measurements corresponding to
change in direction were excluded.
All motorized stage images were imported into MATLAB and image correlation
was performed. MATLAB script for the analysis is provided below along with example
images for two photographs from the analysis and a plot of the autocorrelation function
for the images.
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Figure B-8: Two consecutive images of a screw on the motorized stage fixture with
correlated pixel regions highlighted in the red boxes (x-values 500:700 and y-values
350:550). Between the photos, a 100 micron displacement of the motorized stage was
performed.

MATLAB Code for Image Correlation
imagesc(imread('1.tif'));
figure
imagesc(imread('2.tif'));
picture2=imread('1.tif');
picture3=imread('2.tif');
for i=1:4, for j=1:400,
c2(i,j)=corr2(picture2(350:550,500:700),picture3(350-2+i:550-2+i,500200+j:700-200+j));end; display(i); end;
figure;plot (c2');

Figure B-9: MATLAB script for image correlation. Highlighted regions correspond to the
variable x and y coordinates than can be input.

Figure B-10 shows the correlation plot for the above two images. The max
correlation (0.9911) between the photos fell at a pixel value of 314. According to the
MATLAB code, the pictures were offset by 200 pixels. After applying this correction
factor, it was determined that the stage moved a distance of 114 pixels in the x-direction.
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The number of pixels moved was converted to a physical distance. Prior to photo
analysis, an image of a target was acquired and it was determined that one pixel was
equal to 0.726 µm.

Figure B-10: Correlation coefficient versus x-coordinate for the images shown in B-8.

A summary of the backlash correction values and displacement measurements for
a continuous direction are provided in table B-1 below.

Summary
Direction
Change
Backlash
Single
Direction

10

20

25

35

50

100

2.4 ± 0.6
7.6

6.02 ± 0.9
14.0

14.5 ± 0.7
10.5

24.3 ± 1.1
12.2

32.2 ± 2.3
17.8

81.3 ± 3.3
18.7

7.1 ± 1.1

18.4 ± 1.2

24.2 ± 1.0

34.5 ± 0.8

49.8 ± 1.6

100.0 ± 1.5

Table B-1: Table summarizing the motorized stage characterization. The row labeled
direction change corresponds to images acquired in a forward – reverse – forward-
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reverse pattern. Backlash for each step size is highlighted in orange. Step size
reproducibility for a single direction is also provided.

Additionally, backlash of the motorized stage was determined from our small
displacement spectral measurements. It was found that backlash calculated in this
manner, was greater than the backlash from image correlation. The backlash was
determined to be 20.1 µm. To calculate the backlash, the average spectral ratio difference
between positions 1 and 2 for each stage step size were subtracted and plotted versus the
motorized stage step size. The values were fit to a straight line and the x-intercept was
calculated. The graphs below show an example of results from a fluorescence quantum
dot sensor.
Discrepancy between the backlash calculated from image correlation and from the
spectral measurements may be attributed to several factors including friction between the
analyzer mask and encoder strip or backlash as a result of buckling of the analyzer mask.
Additionally, we have selected to fit the data from the luminescent study to a straight
line; resulting in a single backlash value. From the image correlation we observed that the
backlash is a function of the programmed stage step size.
For all measurements reported in this dissertation, backlash corrections were
applied using values determined from image correlation. These values offer an
independent form of measurement that are based solely on the motorized stage and
neglect any contribution from the sensor. In the future, a detailed study of the backlash of
the stage with no software correction applied should be examined. A preliminary look at
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this case, suggested that the backlash was less than was observed with the default
backlash correction of 0.050 mm.

Figure B-11: (a) Spectral ratio values vs. spectrum number for various programmed stage
step sizes. Positions 1 and 2 are highlighted for the 100 micron stage step size. (b) Plot of
average spectral ratio difference vs. stage step size. The x-intercept, 20.1 µm, gives the
backlash correction factor for the measurements.
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code for the Removal of Tissue Autofluorescence from Spectral Acquisitions
open svddat
minv2=[sens(:,[4 16]) chick(:,2)];
scorest=(minv2\t_sens(:,[2:43])).';
figure; plot(scorest);
for i=1:42, t_sens_c(:,i+1)=t_sens(:,i+1)-scorest(i,3)*chick(:,2); end;
t_sens_c(:,1)=t_sens(:,1);
figure; splot(t_sens_c);
figure; splot(t_sens);

Figure C-1: MATLAB code for the removal of tissue autofluorescence.

Graphs provided below for determination of score values. Data worksheet labeled
sens, contains all spectra for the fluorescence spectral ruler data without tissue provided
in chapter 2, figure 2.3a-b, and t_sens all spectra for data through tissue, figure 2.3d-e.
Spectra 4 and 16 were selected from the data set in the absence of tissue because they
represent the two extreme positions of the spectral encoder relative to the analyzer mask.
Spectrum 4 is representative of the QPP 645 quantum dots and spectrum 16 is
representative of the QPP 665 quantum dots. Both spectra are provided in figure C-2
below. Also shown, in figure C-3, is the chicken spectrum (2) used in this evaluation.
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Figure C-2: Emission spectra 4 (QPP 645) and 16 (QPP 665) used to determine scores for
the tissue autofluorescence corrections described above.

Figure C-3: Fluorescence emission spectrum of tissue breast chicken under 633 nm
excitation and the same acquisition parameters as the spectra in figure C-2.
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Appendix D
SI Programmer Stepper Motor Controls for Magnetic Modulation Experiments

Figure D-1: Photograph displaying the programmed rotation of the external magnet for
the pH studies presented in chapter 4 using SI programmer. In the absence of tissue, the
wait time was programmed to be 2.5 seconds (lines 4 and 6). In the presence of tissue, the
wait time was adjusted to 16 seconds, while all other line descriptions were left
unmodified.
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Appendix E
Mechanical Testing of Spectral Rulers Using Digital Photography
This dissertation has highlighted the importance of understanding the stresses on
implanted fixation devices and changes in load sharing between the fracture callus and
the device as a fracture heals. This information is clinically relevant for determining the
“end point” of fracture healing. Additionally, it may be valuable to assess hardware
fatigue. Although most fixation surgeries are successful, non-union and aseptic implant
loosening can occur. Orthopedic implant loosening is often difficult to detect in its early
stages but is critical in order to reduce the need for revision surgery. Radiography is
commonly used to detect implant loosening by observing bone resorption around the
screws but the results are difficult to quantify especially for early detection. With the aim
of monitoring fracture healing and hardware fatigue using our luminescent spectral rulers,
described in chapters 2 and 3 this appendix demonstrates preliminary mechanical testing
studies performed.
The spectral rulers used in the studies shown here do not contain luminescent
materials, rather they mimic the design proposed in chapter 2 for proof of concept. The
sensors use digital photography as the tracking method. We begin by showing
mechanical testing of strain sensors attached to an aluminum bar and end with
incorporation of our sensor into an orthopedic screw. The luminescent version of the
orthopedic screw is described in our US patent, 9,179,865, “Luminescent TensionIndicating Orthopedic Strain Gauges for Non-Invasive Measurements.”52
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Mechanical testing of spectral rulers patterned with alternating stripes of cyan and
magenta dye was performed using an Instron materials testing system (MTS 810) at
NASA, Langley with the assistance of Russell Wincheski. Spectral rulers with 500 µm,
200 µm, and 100 µm linewidths were attached to a 6061-T6 aluminum bar (2 inches
wide, 1/8 “ thick) and tensile loading was performed. A pre-load of 50 lbs was applied
before loading to 2,550 lbs at a rate of 2,490 lbs per minute. At the maximum load, the
position was held for a period of 30 seconds before the load was removed at the same rate
as it was applied. Images of the sensors were acquired every 0.5 seconds. Images were
analyzed in MATLAB and the resultant spectral ratios vs. time were plotted along with
strain measured by the Instron.

Figure E-1: (a) Photograph of experimental set-up showing position of the camera for
photo acquisition relative to the test specimen in the Instron testing system. (b) Enlarged
photograph of the 200 µm, 500 µm, and 100 µm linewidth strain sensor attached to the
aluminum bar.
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Figure E-2: Change in color ratio vs. time for the 100 micron gauge and corresponding
Instron strain vs. time for a 2,500 lb ramp.

The results from this test demonstrate that changes in spectral ratio as a result of
compression and extension of a metal specimen can be observed with our ruler and the
response follows the expected trend. Future studies on 316 L stainless steel or titanium
should be conducted in order to mimic orthopedic devices. Similar mechanical testing of
our sensor is reported in “Development and Verification of a Test System to
Quantify Strain of an Optical Displacement Indicator and the Design of a Strain
Indicating Prototype,” a thesis by Joshua Lake at Clemson University.206 The experiment
shown here includes measurements for strain sensors with a smaller linewidth and more
robust encoder housing.

In addition to attachment of the spectral ruler to a fracture fixation plate or across
the interfragmentary gap of a tibia fracture, the spectral ruler may also be housed in the
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head of an orthopedic screw. Enclosing the sensor in the orthopedic screw head will
reveal information regarding load on the fixation device and can aid in the detection of
hardware fatigue.
A schematic of the sensor in the screw head is shown in figure E-3a. The encoder
is attached to a movable wedge; the wedge is attached to a spring and the position of the
wedge can be altered under tension. The screw contains a central pin that presses against
the wedge. The central pin elongates under tension causing the wedge to shift to the right.
During this process, the analyzer mask remains in a fixed position; therefore a change in
color can be observed through the transparent windows. Prototypes of the screw have
been fabricated in stainless steel and 3D printed in PLA.

Figure E:3 (A) Schematic of the proposed tension indicating screw. The screw head
contains a spectral ruler attached to a movable wedge. As the central pin in the screw
elongates under tension, the pattern is displaced relative to the fixed position of the
transparent windows. (B) Solidworks computer model. (C) 3D printed PLA screw
prototypes. (D) A 500 μm linewidth sensor attached to a 316L stainless steel prototype.
Figure was adapted from references 205 and 206.
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As a demonstration of the screw function, 500 µm linewidth strain sensors have
been incorporated into the prototypes and color change visible through the transparent
mask monitored as a function of position. The central pin in the screw was rotated in 45°
turns and the color ratio monitored by photography. The experiment in Figure E-4 d-f
was performed in collaboration with Joshua Lake and the results are also presented in his
thesis on the development of a strain indicating prototype.206

Figure E-4: The central pin in a prototype screw was rotated in 45 ° turns 2 complete
revolutions in the forward and reverse directions. (A) and (D) show images of the screw
in (i.) the initial position, (ii.) after 1 revolution and (iii.) after 2 revolutions. (B) and (E)
show the average mean color (red, green, and blue) for three images acquired at each
position. (C) and (F) show the change in color ratio as a function of screw rotation in
degrees. Figure E-4 (D) – (F) was adapted from reference 206.
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To demonstrate proof of concept for use in a clinical setting, a luminescent
spectral ruler similar to the XEOL sensors presented in chapter 2 was inserted into a
tension indicating screw prototype. The prototype was similar in design to the screw
shown above, however was prepared from a cannulated orthopedic screw to miniaturize
the dimensions. For a detailed description of the screw design and mechanical
characterization, see our collaborative work described in “Development and Validation of
an Optically-Based Strain Measuring Orthopedic Screw for Fracture Fixation Implants,”
a thesis by Nakul Ravikumar in the Clemson bioengineering department.205 Briefly, the
spectral ruler inserted was prepared to contain 250 micron linewidths using a laser cutter
(Epilog Laser, Golden, CO, USA). Both the analyzer and mask were cut from Boise
Aspen® copy paper and dyed according to their respective layer (5 µl of bromocresol
purple dye for the encoder and 5 µl of black printer ink for the mask). The encoder was
overlaid upon a Gd2O2S:Eu film containing 5 µl of a 500 mg/ml particle solution in (5
mg/ml) carboxymethyl cellulose sodium. The assembled sensor was attached to the
wedge in the screw prototype with double sided tape. A schematic of the assembled
sensor and working principle of the spectral ruler are provided in figure E-5. The position
of the screw’s inner rod was attached to a stepper motor with a 3D printed adapter. The
rod was rotated in 200 step increments (3.6 °step size) and 5 spectra recorded at each
position. The sample was excited with an x-ray source (50 kV, 600 µA) and the portable
collection system presented in chapter 2, figure 2.8 was utilized for signal collection. A
schematic of the experimental set-up and the experimental results are presented below,
figure E-6, for the sensor response without tissue and through 6 mm of chicken breast
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tissue. A secondary axis, showing the horizontal displacement of the screw wedge is
plotted. Each 3.6 ° rotation is equivalent to a 7.15 micron change in encoder position,
assuming a wedge angle of 35 °.

Figure E-5: (a) Schematic showing the assembled spectral ruler attached to the upper
surface of the screw wedge. (b) Example spectra showing the signal decrease of the
625 nm particle emission peak with increasing dye visible through the mask.
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Figure E-6: (a) Diagram of experimental set-up. An XEOL spectral ruler was attached to
the movable wedge of a tension indicating orthopedic screw prototype. (b) Ruler
response to changes in wedge position in the absence and (c) through 6 mm thick chicken
breast tissue. The position of the wedge was modulated by rotating the central rod in 3.6 °
rotations.

The results in figure E-6 show that change in color can be observed through
tissue with our spectral ruler housed in the screw. However, the spectral ratios in the
presence and absence of tissue vary. We hypothesize that this difference is a result of the
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housing design. There is little to no space between the encoder and mask in the sensors in
chapter 2, however, in the prototype screw, the layers are not flush. This may result in an
angle dependency that is magnified as the tissue thickness is increased. Further testing
will be performed in the future to address this hypothesis. Although, there is a
discrepancy, the general working principle of the luminescent screw has been
demonstrated.
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